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1. BIOCLIMATIC DESIGN
1.1 CLIMATE ANALYSIS
 1.1.1 INTRODUCTION
The first step to be taken before a bioclimatic study is to obtain the
climate file where it will be located the building to understand all the parameters, which
will have a continuing impact over time.
 Where we Find the main weather Data?
Data comes mostly from the Thyboron and Vestevirg weather station, which is
completely useful in http://www.dmi.dk/vejr/.
Speed wind data is from the Nordic Folkecenter station because we can have
exactly the speed rating.
The following table reflects the values of the main parameters from the
weather stations, where we can see monthly average temperatures (Ta), the average
monthly minimum and maximum temperature (Td), relative humidity (RH), dominant
wind direction (DD), rainfall (RR) and average monthly wind speed (FF).


Importing Monthly Values to Meteonorm:
When we have all the values is necessary to introduce them into the “Meteonorm
Software” where the input data is calibrated with the data from the other weather
stations in the area more reliable. Finally we obtain an output file ready to analyze with
Weathertool or Climate Consultant software’s.
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1. CLIMATE ANALYSIS
1.1.1 WEATHERTOOL SOFTWARE ANALYSIS
Weather Tool, included in the package “Ecotect software” is a tool for the analysis,
management and visualization of meteorological data.
Allows the creation of a wide range of graphics in 2 or 3 dimensions, wind Rose graphics,
solar trajectories along a specific day or week or month or annual values and average
parameters.


How the graphic can be read and analyzed?

On the climate summary we can see the longitude, latitude and the exact height from
the location. The area where is located the "Nordic Folkecenter" is in the northern of
Jutland, in the region of "Thy”, 6 km from the town of Ydby.
In the “monthly data” section, we can see a resume or an overview about the
temperatures (maximum, minimum and averages), relative humidity, solar radiation, wind
rose graphics and heat and cold needs.


On the Graphics is shown:




Average, minimum and maximum monthly temperature values.
Rose Winds graphics at 9: 00 am and 15:00 pm. In blue lines, the monthly speed
average.
Relative humidity, average’s at 9: 00am and 15:00 pm.
Irradiation averages (Wh/ m²) per day.
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2. CLIMATE ANALYSIS
1.1 WEATHERTOOL SOFTWARE ANALYSIS
 1.1.2 Monthly Temperatures and Radiation
At the top is detailed the daily profile of an average day of each month, bounded by the
range of comfort.
At the bottom of the graph we see direct solar irradiance and diffuse solar irradiance,
both are daily average values for each month. In the horizontal plane we see its breadth,
where we note that in winter is less because the day is shorter than in the summer
months. In the horizontal plane we see its breadth, where we note that in winter is less
because the day is shorter than in the summer months.

Green line: the comfort band stipulated for each month (16-20º) that increase to
24.5ºC in the summer months.

Yellow line: direct horizontal solar radiation and in dashed line, the diffuse solar
radiation. From March to September the average values are around 500wh/ m2,
especially in June.

Red line: minimum temperatures, mean and maximum; the temperature range is
higher in the winter months, where January and February are the coldest month of the
year as well as May and June the hottest months.
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1.1.2.1 Hourly Temperatures, Global radiation and Humidity over the year:
 Temperature: With a General view we can see the minimums temperature values on
February and the maximums on July and August.
 Global Radiation: Also the global horizontal radiation with their maximus with more
than 550Wh/m2 on the midday from April to August.
 Humidity: relative humidity is reaching values not more than 96%, being more dry
than Humid weather in general terms.

4
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1.1 WEATHERTOOL SOFTWARE ANALYSIS
 1.1.2 Monthly Temperatures and Radiation
With Daily graphics we can make more detailed analysis, also we can see the daily
fluctuations, hour by hour the temperature, humidity, wind speed, solar radiation:
It is noted that, when the temperature is high, the relative humidity is lower, as well as
when solar radiation increases, cloudiness decreases.
We can also notice that at the same time when direct radiation decreases is a reduction in
the values of diffuse radiation, which is commonly called "light" because it bounces off
atmospheric mass cloudy days.
Wind speed analysis will be studied in more detail in the next sections, but we can see
when we have less wind there is more constant sun, also as more wind we have, more
clouds. Relative humidity remains very constant between 85-95 % in winter, but in
summer with higher temperatures, the tendency is to decrease.

Year Hottest Day

Year Coldest Day

PASSIVE HOUSE ANALYSIS

From May to late August is when is find the highest levels of global horizontal
radiation, peak on 8th of June (see graphs below), reaching more than 900wh/ m2, we can
see also the maximum day amplitude when the sunrise is at 4:00 a.m. and the sunset
around 10:00 p.m.

cloudiness is minimal.

Above: Summer daily isolation pics
Below: Isolation Grafic (pic marked in red, 8th of June) and Cloudiness graphic
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1.1.3 WEATHERTOOL SOFTWARE ANALYSIS

Climate Seasonal Characteristics
 Winter:
The Winter quarter is usually defined from the 21st of December to March 21; It is
characterized by cold weather during the day and the night, with a wide range of
temperatures from -5 °C to 11 °C with absolute minimum that reach -16 ° C, recorded in
February 2012.
In terms of relative humidity, winter is the wettest season, reaching 85-96%.
Respect to solar radiation during the winter months the sun amplitude is the lowest with
values around 100-250 wh/m2.
sunrise at 9: 05 am- to 15: 43pm sunset on 21th December and (sunrise at 6: 28am-18: 37pm
sunset) on 21th March,with a maximum of 12hours of sun.
 Spring:
The spring is understood from 21 th of March to 21th of
June and is characterized by mild weather during the
day and cool & warm nights, with a temperature from
3 ° C to 16 °C, and a relative humidity reaching 80% up to
91 %.
About solar radiation, from spring equinox to summer
solstice (6: 28-18: 37 on 21th of March, until 3: 40-21: 14 on
21th of June) and a maximum of 17h sun, the radiation
values are around 250Wh/m2 up to 500Wh/m2, especially in June.

Solar insolation- Daily average

 Summer:
Summer is defined from the 21th of June to September equinox, 21th.
It is characterized by temperate & warm weather during the day and at night, with a
temperature range between 13 °C to 25 °C and relative humidity, around 70-80%.
The solar radiation during the summer months where the solar amplitude is decreasing
(6: 28am -18: 37pm on 21th of June until 6: 11am to 18: 26pm on 21th September, with a
maximum of 12h of sun), the maximums of global horizontal radiation are reached on
June with 500wh/m2
 Autumn:
Fall quarter runs from September equinox until winter solstice on December 21th; It is
characterized by warm & cold weather during the day and night, with a temperature
range between 8 to 15 °C, with relative humidity around 80%.
The solar radiation during the summer months where the solar amplitude reaches its
minimum with 6 hours of sun (6: 11-18: 26 21Sep until 9: 04-15: 43) and minimum solar
Radiation values from 150wh / m2 up to 450 Wh/m2 in September.

PASSIVE HOUSE ANALYSIS
1.1.4 SOLAR POSITION AND SUN PATH DIAGRAM
The stereographic diagram it shows us the solar path and solar radiation available at our
location.

On the First line we can see the winter Solstice, where the sun is lower and the day
is shorter, where the sunrise on first of January is at 9:05 am to 15:53 pm the sunset, with
7 hours of sun.

On the last line we can see the summer solstice and longer days, because the sun is
highest. The sunrise on 21th of June is at 3:42 am with 17hours of light until 21:15 pm.
Passive House Sun Path Diagram

Altura

Analema

Azimut


Azimuth angle is the desviation
from the North represented in the X axis.

The solar height defined by
concentric circles which are represented
in the Y axis (See Sun path diagram),
where the smallest circle is the Zenit and
the biggest one is the Horizon.

Analema: Solar path at the same
hour, throughout the year.

Equinox: the sun rises exactly at
Spring
Equinox
90º degrees and the sunrise at 270º west.
The day has the same amount of hours
as the night (March 21 - 22de Sep). The
Sunrise starts from first of January at
6:28 am to 6:37 pm, sunset with 12 hours of sun.
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1.1.5 WEEKLY DIAGRAMS
This panel with 3D graphics, we can see the variations of different over the year,
throughout the weeks on the X axis and hours on the Y axis.

On the 2D&3D
Temperature graphics give
us average temperatures
over the weeks, where we
can see those variations
thought the year fulfilling
the colour scale and seeing
the maximums around 1619ºc on the central weeks
(summer).


On the Hourly axis we
can see the temperature range over the hours, where from 12:00 am to 16:00pm we have
the highest temperatures and usually the minimums are located around 6:00 to 8:00am,
the latest hour before the sunrise.

Other comparison is to see how the humidity is the opposite of the temperature.
When temperatures are high, the humidity has the minimums values.

On the 2D&3D Radiation graphics we can see the thermal amplitude over the day on
the Y axis.

On the X axis we have the radiation peaks, starting from week 13, when the sunrise
is getting earlier, covering a better constant radiation around 450-500kwh m2, mostly
from week 11 to 31.
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1.1.6 SOLAR RADIATION GRAPHS AND OPTIMAL ORIENTATION
The solar radiation chart shows the average of the solar radiation, which is incident on a vertical
surface of 1 m2 throughout the year for each selected orientation.

The thick yellow line represents the average per day, whiles the thin lines indicates the
daily solar insolation.
The red area represent the three warmest months of the year, while the blue represent
the three coldest months, where are the demand for heating and cooling.
Passive House “South Facade”- Annual incident solar radiation

Head Needs



Cooling needs

Optimum orientation:

For cold climates like Denmark is to guide the main facade to the south-East (175º) because
in the cold months the rays from the sun are lower being more perpendicular and going
indoors easily thought the windows, so we will heat the house passively.
In summer is easier to protect us from the solar radiation by solar protections because
the high angle during those months.
The software searches the farther point from the centre in the cold months and the best
orientation to catch the higher amount of solar radiation (represented in blue lines) and
the closer point to the centre, to protect the house from the solar radiation, represented
in red lines).
*Summer months: we have the highest sun and more tangent also less perpendicular and we get less radiation. (Low
demand)
*Winter months: we have the lowest high sun, and become more perpendicular, so we get more radiation. (High demand)
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1.1.7 WIND ANALYSIS


Wind Analysis_Introduction

In the following charts wind, frequency, direction and speed of winds at the location of
the study are shown.
The predominant component is SW under a temperature range of 5-10 ° C, and average
speeds up to 10-20m/s.
December, January and March have the higher speed averages coming from N-NE
component, where January has range speed around 8-10m/s and December averages
around 7 m/s coming from SE/SW component.
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On the following diagram, we can see more in detail the rate average over the year is 5-9
m/s coming from SW.

Over the day, in the morning and noon is when we can find usually the gusting’s with
maximums around 20m/s. The temperatures do not exceed from 18 °C and the relative
humidity is always higher than 70%.

Night Winds

Morning Winds

Evening Winds

PASSIVE HOUSE ANALYSIS
1.1.7.1 WIND SEASONAL ANALYSIS

To take passive strategies, the best way is to work generally by seasons, analysing the
predominant components:

Winter: prevailing wind component SW and SE. Average read speed of 5m / s and
9 m / s to NE component.

Spring: prevailing wind component W-SW and SE. Average read speed of 5-6m / s
with bursts of up to 20m / s in NW component.

Winter Winds

Spring Winds


Summer: Average read speed of 5m / s mostly coming from W-SW.

Autumn: Prevailing wind component SE – SW with averages of 5.5m/s and 6m/s on
SW component, with some gusts over 20m /s on NW component.

Summer
Winds

Autumn
Winds
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1.2 PASSIVE DESIGN STRATEGIES
1.2.1 STRATEGIES DEFINITION
To determine passive strategies would you use the "ASHRAE Handbook of Fundamentals
Comfort Model, 2005”. Previously we need to define the following parameters:

1.

Comfort temperature: Maximum (20th) and minimum (18 °) to maintain a relative humidity up
to 50%.
1.4.
Comfort zone shifted: 2ºc (winter-summer clothes)
2. Outside temperature from which will be necessary to put some sun protection: 15 ° C
Ghz max: 250 Wh / m2.
3. Maximum temperature difference between the outside environment and the comfort
temperature: 8.5ºc.
4. Maximum distance from outside temperature to consider the effect from nocturnal ventilation
16.7ºC.
7. Maximum air speed and maximum relative humidity for natural ventilation: 1,5m/s
with 90% of relative Humidity.
8. Maximum air speed for mechanical ventilation: 0.25m / s.
9. Outside temperature from which the internal loads of the building (occupancy,
Lighting, equipment, etc. ...) allow thermal comfort: 12 °C.
10-11. Thermal lag from the walls with low and high thermal inertia: between 2h to 6h.
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1.2.2 SEASONAL STRATEGIES
This model is taking in account the effect of clothing (clo) in winter and summer, and the
effect from the relative humidity.
For a climate like “Ydby”, located on the northwest of Denmark, 20 meters above sea
level with a comfortable temperature of 18ºC to 20ºC, when in summer that temperature
increase 2 ° cos the clo, reaching 414hours of comfort(4.7%).
The main strategies (winter and summer), to improve from 4.7% to 99.3% comfort for the
whole year are:

1. Sunscreen in summer
2. Using internal gains in winter
3. Solar gain mass -high building
4. Natural ventilation in summer
5. Delivery of heat in winter through energy-efficient systems or use of renewable
energy sources.
WINTER STRATEGIES

SUMMER STRATEGIES
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1.2.2.1 Protection in summer (nº 2)
This strategy makes us earn 575 hours of comfort (26%), from May to late August with a
total of 750 hours over the year.
With sunscreen we can avoid all the extra-radiation which is producing overheating and
discomfort.
We consider a maximum input from horizontal radiation, from which it would be
desirable to place sunscreens on windows, around 250Wh /m2.
An outdoor temperature around 14- 15ºC on summer will increase the inner temperature
up to 19-20ºc (comfort), considering that the Nordic construction requires high levels of
insulation surround all the shell and windows.
ANNUAL
IMPACT

MAY-AUGUST

ANNUAL IMPACT
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1.2.2.2 Internal gains in winter (nº 9)
This strategy will make us win 2.479h comfort (28.3%) throughout the year.
It is an optimal strategy for cold weather in winter and summer.
With a well-insulated house and constant internal gains we can reach the comfort
throughout the year, when outdoor temperature is around 12-13ºC.
With this strategy is easy to reach 19 degrees indoor.

WINTER VIEW

SUMMER VIEW
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1.2.2.3 Solar gain mass -high building (nº 11)
This strategy makes us win 1314 hours of comfort (14.1%) over the year.
In winter we improved 764 hours (11.7%) because is not so easy to increase the indoor
temperature with external temperature values from -5 to 10 ° C, but in summer the
contribution of comfort is much higher with 23.1%.
The parameters to consider are:
A) Radiation to increase the temperature up to 5.56º C is 157,5 w/m2.
B) This radiation would take an average of 6-8hours to reach indoor air through the walls,
depending on the heat resistance from the materials.
In our case, for cold climates, we should design medium or high thermal inertia
constructions, it would help us to reach less indoor temperature oscillations, also to save
energy, reducing the consumption because the comfort is more stable and the envelope is
retaining the heat more hours than a low mass building construction.
WINTER VIEW

SUMMER VIEW
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1.2.2.4 Natural ventilation in summer(nº 7)
This strategy makes us earn 189 hours of comfort (6.3%), especially from May to late
August, when we find the highest heat input from the Ghz and when we can balance the
system providing natural ventilation, which blows from SE-SW to NE-NW.
The parameters to consider are:
A) Density: 3 (Rural areas)
B) 0.2 m / s: Effective indoor air speed
C) 1.5 m / s: Maximum outdoors wind-speed to not reduce the interior comfort.
E) 90% of relative humidity outdoors from which to don.t let us have more humid air
indoors.
F) 23 ° C: Maximum wet temperature as from which we can can start natural o mechanical
ventilation
ANNUAL IMPACT

MAY-AUGUST
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1.2.2.5 Delivery of heat through energy-efficient systems or renewable energy
sources
This strategy will make us earn 5.206 hours of comfort (59.4%) over the year.
Heating systems are not passive strategies to reach the comfort temperature, but
sometimes they are necessaries, especially in the coldest months to give us the extra
energy to reach the comfort temperature.
To provide heating with high performance we need to use a biomass boiler or infrared
panels with a high efficiency, attached to a mechanical ventilation system to circulate the
heat and stale the air, reaching a level of co2 emissions, nearly zero.
We can also reach this demand for heating from renewable sources such by an installation
of photovoltaic panels or a small wind turbine.

ANNUAL IMPACT

WINTER VIEW
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1.2.3 DESIGNING PASSIVE STRATEGIES-INSTANCES
For passive solar heating face most of the glass area south to maximize winter sun
exposure, but design overhangs to fully shade in summer.

Provide double pane high performance glazin (Low-E) on west, north, and east, but
clear on south for maximum passive solar gain.

Het gain from lights, people, and equipment greatly reduces needs so keep home
tight, well insulated( to lower balance point temperature) .
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Use high mass walls to store winter passive heat and summer night coolth.

High Efficiency furnace for heat&cool systems should give you more rentability.
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1.2.4 DESIGNING SOLAR PROTECTION: FRONTAL&LATERAL OVERHANG


Shading Calculation_ Introduction with an a simple instance

The software can also provide us the possibility to calculate the optimum angle of sun the
protection, directly related to the length of the overhang, because with less solar height
we have the greater length of the cantilever.
Is based to scroll the map and see how many red points (where the radiation is providing
discomfort) we can cover considering that in summer overheating is avoided but in winter
we will remove internal gains from solar radiation.
In the diagram we see that if we let a solar altitude of 60º degrees, we can cover 100% of
points of discomfort, but it would be better a solar altitude of 55º degrees to make a
profit in June.
For a lateral protection, angle of 60 ° degrees it will work very well and we can cover
peaks of discomfort.
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2. SOLAR RADIATION&LIGHTING ANALYSIS
2.1 SOLAR GEOMETRY&SHADOW STUDY
Solar radiation received by a building can become a cheap and abundant source of energy
for air conditioning; however, with a non-well building design, solar radiation can
become a source of overheating, increasing the degree of discomfort.
In this section it will be analyze the shadows cast on the building (especially the windows
of the main facade), as well as solar radiation (insolation and accumulated values over the
year) and a better solar protection design.
2.1.1 SOLAR PATH

The sun's path throughout the year is shown in the following charts. The first six months
of the year (January to June) are represented by solid blue line, while the remaining six
months are shown in dashed line.

Path’s: two days (4 and 27 of
February at 11am). The strength of
this software is the accuracy of the
calculations (taking into account the
latitude, longitude and altitude of
the location); see comparative
calculations reality & shadows.
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2.1.2 SEASONAL SHADOW STUDY
This section shown in detail, the shadow range in solstices and equinoxes, to do a
shadow qualitative estimation cast by the building and its surroundings.
We can see in winter the sun has a lower altitude than summer, and it provides the
maximum value of incident radiation.
From spring equinox, the solar incidence starts to decrease, moving towards the front
until early summer, reaching its minimum.
From the autumn equinox, the solar radiation it starts to increase again, closing the cycle.

Summer Solscite-21/06; 12:00 am

Winter Solstice-21/12; 12:00am

Spring Equinox-21/03; 12:00 am

Autumn Equinox-21/9; 12:00am

Summer Solscite-shadow range 4:00 am-21:00 pm

The picture shows the
shadows generated
throughout the range of
hours on the summer solstice,
from 4:00 am to 21:00 pm,
seeing the fraction of shadow
cast on the exterior surface
and indoor, showing how is
working the existing
overhang in these warmer
months.
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2.1.3 SOLAR WINDOW DIAGRAMS FROM THE CENTRAL GLASS
A stereographic map shows the “effective shading coefficients” for every solar protection over
the main window. So we can compare the effect of the existing overhang with the window
without sunscreen and the effect the proposals throughout the whole year, seeing also the
coefficient values every month.

The actual overhang with 0,7 cm long, from April to July is projecting an a important
fraction of shade, but not sufficient with an average of 36% input solar radiation.
In the following tables we can see the percentage of the surface in shadow for every
proposal, over the year.
Serie 1- main window

&

Serie 2-Actual overhang
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For a good sun protection design, is necessary to test different proposals with different
sunscreen and choose one that allows us the best transmission of solar radiation in
winter months and the best protection in the summer.

Serie 3- Shutters at 40º + Overgang

Serie 4 -Bamboo shutter on the central
windowss + overgang


Resume of tables:
Serie 1-Window without any protection
Serie 2-Window with current overhang
Serie 3-Window with current overhang and external design shutters (7 shutters with
40ªtild, every 40cm)
Serie 4- Window overhang plus Bamboo Shutters
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2.1.3 COMPARISON
In this section we will analysis the shadow effect from the bamboo shutters, in
purple, compared to the proposal ones covering the main window, 40º degrees
tilt, separate every 40cm with a total of 7 blinds, in green.
Also we can check with the reality if the values from the software are close to
those obtained with the Pyrometer.
In winter the bamboo shutters it produces overshadow, where its effectiveness is
around 60% compared from 40% of the designed ones.
Although the contribution of radiation is necessary in winter to provide heat in the house
like an internal gain, and we can pull up the blinds totally o partially, depends of our
demand.
For both, the effectiveness are similar in summer, we can notice that the proposal shutters
are little bit more effective because they are placed covering all the window and the
bamboo shutters are placed only in the tree central windows
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2.2 QUANTIFICATION OF SOLAR RADIATION
The magnitude of this energy source can help keeping the building warm in the cold
winter months, but may also induce some overheating in warmer months, reason why it
is desirable to control the solar incidence with maximum possible accuracy. The solar
radiation received by the surface can be calculated as schedules or average monthly
values.
2.2.1 INSOLATION ANALYSIS

The term refers the amount of incident radiation in a certain point on the surface over a
period of time. To calculate the insolation, it is necessary to define an analysis grid.
Once defined, you can determine the values of direct, diffuse and total solar radiation,
hourly, daily or monthly.

As shown in the analysis for summer and winter, we can see the amount of
radiation and daily average (about 5 hours of sun exposure in winter provide us around the
450wh / m2 per day).

In summer, with 10 hours of sun it reach around 3.200wh/m2), this equates an
average of 500W/m2 for 6-7 hours of constant sun (for instance 10-4 Pm).
This value corresponds to the amount of hours where the effect of the overhang is not
interrupting the yield of the radiation inside, as shown in the diagram stereographic and
the value from the Pyrometer.
Winter Analysis Grid

Summer Analysis Grid
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2.2.2 FLOOR ANALYSIS
By the calculations of insolation described in the previous section, information about the
spatial distribution of solar radiation it is obtained, but this time we will calculate the solar
penetration into the house conditioned by the type of the glass and the "solar heat gain"
factor (81%) in this case, assuming a double glass and aluminum frame.

The results shows the daily average value for global horizontal radiation in winter is
325wh/m2 and in summer 2.200 W/ m2.

These numbers increase in the window plane, approaching direct radiation values,
(beam radiation) around 600-1000 Wh/m2 hourly in summer and 100-500 w/m2, in winter.

Summer floor mesh analysis

Winter floor mesh analysis
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2.2.2.1 SEASONAL FLOOR ANALYSIS
Analysis on winter:

With the Bamboo shutters, the maximum daily reaches 335 w/ m2 with an average
of 130W/m2 where are placed the shutters, with an a uniform distribution along the
Livingroom with values around 100wh/m2.

With the Proposal shutters in winter the incident radiation is less than 260 W/m2 in
the first row, also the distribution throughout the room is uniform with values around
100-150wh / m2.
Analysis on Summer:

With the Bamboo shutters, the maximum daily reaches 2.200w/m2 with an average
of 800W/m2 where are placed the shutters, with an a uniform distribution along the
Livingroom with values around 350wh/m2.

With the Proposal shutters in summer the daily incident radiation is around 630
W/m2 in the first row, also the distribution throughout the room is uniform with values
around 330-360w/m2.
Bamboo shutters-Winter

Proposal Shutters-Winter

Proposal Shutters-Summer

Bamboo shutters-Summer
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2.2. 3 SOLAR EXPOSURE ANALYSIS: ACTUAL OVERHANG
2.3 PROPOSALS FOR SUN PROTECTION
By contrast, sun exposure calculations can give you information about the BEAM, incident,
absorbed and transmitted solar radiation, but do not provide information about their spatial
distribution.

We know hour by hour how much solar radiation is received by the surface, but not which
areas receive more or less radiation, which was calculated in the previous section.

Here we can see the amount of solar radiation on 27 of February at 11:00 am with the
actual overhang.
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2.3 PROPOSALS FOR SUN
PROTECTION
2.3.1 STRATEGIES: SOLAR EXPOSURE
ANALYSIS
Here we can see the best strategy , which
is to reduce the sun exposure in summer
and in winter to let the sun in to heat the
interior space without active systems.
In this case, the best option would be the sum of external adjustable shutters, and the
existing overhang. Adjustable shutters could only be used in summer or in winter days
with increased exposure, optimizing the system.

Solar Exposure with daily averages-effect from Shutters at 40º

Solar Exposure with daily averages-effect from Bamboo shutters
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2.3.2 COMPARISON TABLES
Once it has been found that the best solution is the placement an outdoor shutters, we can make
an analysis, doing a comparison between software calculations and reality, seeing that the
Bamboo shutters placed in the 3 central main windows prevent more than 50% of the incident
radiation.
Solar Exposure-Bamboo shutters

.
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2.3.4 OTHER STRATEGIES: Overhang Improvements
Finally, we will analyze other overaging protection, just in case if we want to incorporate
indoor shutters, keeping the overhang outside; this does not prevent us solar heat gain
(%) the incidence of the sun into window would remain and that heat does not lose or
would eliminate, but we can avoid part of the transmitted radiation inside the house.
To prevent overheating we will analyze and optimize the outside cantilevered to minimize
the entry of solar radiation incident on the windows.
Ecotect trace rays from the surface to the sun's position for the specified time period.
when we have finished the analysis, we can see the points on the surfaces that stand in
the path and are colored according to the solar radiation received

Above: Ecotect calculations- rays from the Surface with 1 meter long overhang compared with the current length.
Below: Ecotect solar exposure calculation with with 1 meter long overhang compared with the current length.
Table: Amount of solar radiation over the year with 1 meter long overhang compared with the current length.

In table we can see the
effect of 1 meter long
overhang instead the
current one.
In summer is more effective
and is
able to
avoid a
2.3.5
SOLAR
PROTECTION
higher amount of solar
TESTS
radiation while in winter is
working like the 0,7meter
long one.
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2.3.5 SOLAR PROTECTION TESTS
2.3.5.1 Indoor Results
Knowing that the best protection would be exterior shutters, and taking into account the
values of sun exposure that gives us the Ecotect, a real test will be done just to see the
influence of the radiation and temperatures in the Livingroom with an a interior
protection In the central glass from the window ( the most radiated).
Also it will help us to know what kind of protection (partial or total) should be
considered.
Facts - 13/02 / 2016- 13:00 pm;
Constant radiation: 950W / m2
Livingroom- Indoor temperature> 31 ° C;
Outdoor temperature> 6 ° C
The first day, when the cover protection was placed, the temperature inside the
central glass was 28 degrees and the air temperature 26 ° C (standard semi-sunny winter
day condition).
During the next two days, mostly sunny, with large solar radiation (the central glass
temperature was 32.9-32º, never reaching 38-40ºC (average when is no cover protection)
an air living temperatures around 24-25ºc.
->Conclusion: With a semitransparent protection of the central window we can achieve in
highly sunny winter days, keep at least 1.5º C below the usual internal air temperature.
The interesting value to achieve in the next tests is to reach an air temperature around 25
° C, with a central protection, also compare the results of incident solar radiation with the
Pyrometer.
April and May, are the most exposed months to solar radiation, due to the inclination of
the sun, also June-July and August, it will be necessary to find the best solution to protect
the house from the sun specially this months to prevent overheating.
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2.3.5.2 Outdoor Results
The idea is based to re-use the Bamboo shutters placed in the "SuperPlus House", because for
their material (wood) and arrangement of the slats with 90º of tilt, spaced few millimeters
between them, they are considered the best option in days under high levels of solar radiation.
It was decided to place them in front of the 3 central glass windows, which are receiving the
highest amount of solar radiation in the summer and over the year.

Another reason for the test it was to see if with a lower investment the objective to reduce
the indoor temperature and the cooling demand is achieved and acceptable instead of to cover
the entire window.

In general terms, in summer the overhang protects us until 10:00 am and the lateral
overhangs from 6:30 pm. But at midday is not enough protection.
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Facts - 05/14/2016
Tº IndoorLivingroom (11:00 a.m.)> 23 ° C; (13am)> 24 ° C; (16am)> 25; Tº Outdoor -> 13ºC
During the following days with an a constant radiation around 1000w/(h.m2), and exterior
temperatures around 13-15 ° C, the effect with the 4 shutters was an a indoor temperature around
23-25,5ºc maximum.

Also with an outdoor temperatures around 20-25ºc, we reach 27-28ºc maximum, because
the house compactness and the isolation hinder the heat extraction.
 With an a external protection, we can minimize and decrease the indoor
temperature more effectively than placing the shutters indoors, never rising
temperatures above 28ºc.
 I the following pictures is represented the comparison between the
transmitted radiation values calculated in Ecotect and the real results with a
Pyrometer, seeing that with a Bamboo shutters, that value is 10 times
smaller than without them.
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2.4 ARCHIWIZARD: DAYLIGHTING ANALYSIS
2.4.1 SOLAR PICTURES: Archiwizard Introduction
With Archiwizard we can get solar images on the
facade, roof or floor, solar radiation incident hourly
average, and the total for the period we are
calculating, in this case we will either see the total of
365 days “Insolation”.
Above: Solar image from the solar radiation into the
house throughout the whole year, where you can see
the color scale according to the rad. Solar incident,
hourly and accumulated throughout the year.
Izquierda: Solar picture of a typical winter day
(February 17) where we can see that the average hourly
value is 560wh / m2 and the accumulated value
throughout the day is 6,03Kw / m2, for that specific
day.
Bottom image: solar image on the summer solstice
(June 21) where the hourly average value in the facade
is 150wh / m2 and the accumulated value throughout
the day is 2 Kw / m2.
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2.4 ARCHIWIZARD: DAYLIGHTING ANALYSIS
2.4.2Daylighting analysis
In Ecotec and Archiwizard it is possible to calculate the level of natural and artificial
lighting, in order to determine the best distribution of windows or openings for energy
savings in lighting. In this case, due to the accuracy and speed of the calculations, we will
use Archiwizard software.
Illuminance (E) or lighting level is the amount of light received by a surface, its unit is the
lux, which is the luminous flux received per unit area (lux = lumen / m2).
Luminance (L) or gloss: the intensity (I) or light flux () emitted per unit area. Its units are
Stilb (cd / cm2) and Lambert (lm / cm2).
Factor daylighting (FIN): (in English, Daylight factor or DF) is the ratio of the illumination
level of an interior point of a local (Ei) over the level horizontal diffuse illumination
outside the space (Ee): END = Ei / Ee x 100 [%].
It is recommended to reach values of natural lighting factor END = 3-5% for general
purposes. For secondary uses it is convenient not fall from FIN> 1%, while is not
convenient to exceed from FIN> 9%
A level of daylighting factors in the lounge overcome more than FIN 9%, it is clear that
we should put a sun protection, not only to prevent from the excess of solar radiation in
summer.
Luminic Maps from the Passivehouse

It is found that south facade, the lounge is fully illuminated with values 20000-2000 luxes,
rooms with an average of 1000luxes i in the lower area of the house (storage-3000luxes and
bath-400-700luxes); The only room that does not have natural lighting is the pantry.
A level of daylighting factors in the lounge overcome 9%; We should put sun protection.
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2.4.2.1 LUMINIC ANALYSIS
The required lighting level indoors is around 1.000 lux, doing the analysis it is found on the
Livingroom which is oriented at 18o º south, values around 2.000- 20.000 luxes in summer,
and in the rest of the room’s, values around 1.000 up to 3.000 luxes maximum in front of
the windows.
In the north facade where are placed the bathroom and the backdoor we have values
around 3.000 luxes in summer, taking in account that in winter the values are around
200luxe in a bright days. The only room that does not have natural lighting is the storage
room, because is no window placed there.

Luminic Map at 21 of June at 12am

But also It is found that in cloudy winter

Luminic map at 21 of December at 12am

days with few hours of sunshine, in the
south rooms is illuminated with values
of 100 to 1000 lux and in the north
rooms with values of <100 lux,
especially in the bathroom or the
storage room with small or no
windows.
We can say that in general, on summer
we have a luminous intensity of about
30.000 lux, while in winter the values
are around 1000 to 2.000 luxes.
The rule regulates the optimum lighting levels for every use; we can find the values in
UNE-EN 12464-1: 2003. In the images below is shown some guide values from UNE law.
It is found that for cloudy winter days with few hours of sunshine the kitchen-living room is illuminated with
values of 100-1000 lux rooms with an average of 100 lux and in the lower area of the house (storage-40luxes
and bathroom 20luxes).
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2.4.2Daylighting analysis_Lighting Autonomy
At the level of the same calculations that gives us the Daysim software, well known for
calculating the hours of light autonomy, Archiwizard provides the same calculation (from
8 am-8pm).
In the image below, we can see the % of time we can work only with natural lighting and
autonomy for stays throughout the year.


We see that the house has 52% of the hours with Lighting Autonomy.

We can say that the living should turn on the artificial light at 8:00 am and from
18:00 pm, whereas in winter we cover all hours of the day.
Light Autonomy- SW Room

Light Autonomy- SE Room

Light Autonomy- NE Room

Light Autonomy- Livingroom
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2.5 ANALYSIS OF RENOWABLE ENERGY PRODUCTION_SOLAR PHOTOVOLTAIC
Archiwizard can calculate monthly and annual production of both photovoltaic and
thermal solar panels, generating reports on productivity, amortization, coverage, etc.
A copy of the silicon monocrystalline panel from the Folkecenter is placed in the roof at
45º tilt, being this solar panel the most efficient with 20.4% and Maximum Peak Power
333kw / h. positioned south facing and with an area of 1,63m2.

To analyse the production, we can see the values for every month on the table above,
where May is the most productive month, also June, because has more hours of sunlight
and more power than in March and April.
So In May the production is 1.3 kWh per day, according to the monthly values we have an
a production of 39.000Wh in total, which correspond to 1.258Wh / day, how is showed in
the daily graphic.
If we analyse TIGO platform, in a type check day (May 10), adding every hourly output of
all solar hours we get a total of 1.450Wh / day, being able to contrast that simulated
versus reality, it gives us very reliable information.
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2.6. ARCHIWIZARD_BUILDING THERMAL
ANALYSIS
2.6.1 INTRODUCTION
Before to do the analysis with DesignBuilder
software, I will do a simple thermal study, to see
the energy balance in more simplified,
regardless facilities, and see which are the
demands loads for heating, cooling, lighting and
hot water.
2.6.1.1

Steps needed to perform thermal analysis


Import the model designed in Sketchup and the climate file, with well-defined
envelope and all the elements of existing shading. In this case I have chosen to make a
complete model, instead of drawing a simple box with cover as shader element, although
for this type of analysis would have been equally valid.

Define the composition of the envelope: exterior, roof, ceiling walls, floors and
windows.
The envelope is the same type as in the project drawings, taking in account that the
facade E & W are ventilated. Triple glazed windows and aluminium frame with a high
performance with argon like a noble gas is placed in the air chambers on the south facade
windows with thicknesses of 44mm and 36 / 38mm placed in other orientations.
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Checking thermal bridges
Thermal Bridges are automatically calculated according to the composition of the walls,
once defined entire building envelope. The values of the lineal thermal bridges are not
too high, with a ratio of 0.13 W/ (m2 SHONrt.K).

Defining the thermal characteristics of the areas (uses, activities and set points):
The house has been divided by heated rooms and rooms that will not be heated ( the
corridor, the storage room, entrances and hallways).

Heating and cooling
Livingroom, bathroom and all the bedrooms are the rooms wich needs to be heated,
therefore, have been defined uses and activity schedules to keep a family with 4
members with a constant weekly time routine, regardless holiday periods, to see full
demand for heating / cooling.
First of all is necessary to define operating temperatures (reduced, medium and high),
adapted to activity schedules.

Operating temperatures Livingroom

Operating temperatures Bedrooms
Programme schedules from the Livingroom



Ventilation

Infiltrations are defined, with an air
permeability according to French rules of
0,6m3 / (h * m2).
Mechanical ventilation has been defined placing a heat recovery with an efficiency of 80%
(VMC double flux) with a constant daily schedule 24h, defining 50% yield in the night,
hours where there is no occupation.
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4. Define the thermal characteristics of the areas (uses, activities and set points):

Hot water
Hot water it has only been defined for bathroom and
proportional part in the dining room for the use of the
kitchen.
Specifying the output temperature at 40 ° C, with a daily
volume of 200l for the kitchen and 600l for the
bathroom, with their activity schedules.

Lighting
Levels of luxes has-been defined, with a "calculated"
lighting set point, to reach the demand of each area and
to see the power to hire, choosing LED bulbs.

Internal Gains
It has been defined metabolic activity of 115W per
person, considering that the house has an occupancy of
4 people; It has established a value according to French
rules density of 0,025 people per m2.
For equipment and appliances, is taking into account
the heat detached for them, with a maximum nominal
gain apparatus 5,7W / m2.

Zonal Sketchup Model

Archiwizard Model-Seeing the same
Sketchup draw with an another “interface”
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2.6.2 Energy Global Balance
The program calculates the energy balance taking into account gains and losses, we can
see:
 Solar gains by window
 Internal gains
 Heat transfer through walls
 Losses by renewals of air
 Lighting Contribution
 Heating and cooling demands.
Important internal gains:
As is common in passive designs, if we have a well- insulated building, internal gains are
the main contribution with the sun, with a minimal extra heat demand, the whole house.
In the analysis we can see that this principle is fulfilled, and heating demands can be
covered with heat recovery.
Cooling demand
Due to a considerable input of solar radiation since March, when we start to have long
days with more solar hours, it should define a better sunscreen to regulate this extra heat
input, which influences and raises the demand for cooling.
Transmission envelope
South facade has 59% glass; it is through the windows where the building has the largest
energy losses and gains, the ratio of all house glazed surface is 29.3%.
Ventilation losses
It can be seen that there are certain infiltration losses, is because it’s so important to
minimize thermal bridges and gaps.

General Energy Balance: little demand for heating and medium
demands of cooling since March.
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2.6.2.1 ENERGY ZONAL BALANCE_ANALYSIS&COMMENTS

In the pictures below we can see that the Livingroom has the highest % of solar
gains, approximately 3/5 of the total, due to 60% of the glass surface, followed by the
bedrooms oriented at E and W. Therefore, the profits from Lighting are coming from the
Livingroom (50%) and the bedrooms (50%).

The Internal gains (from activities, human transfer and appliances) are coming from
bedrooms and Livingroom too, making an amount of 70%, being the main factor for the
cooling demand, which appear mostly in the months of July and August , taking in
account the amount of the 3 bedrooms.

The Heating demand is coming mostly from the hot water demand in the bathroom,
70% and kitchen 30%, because is integrated into the same heating system.

Losses from the envelope, there are coming from windows and walls, to
compensate internal and solar gains and also to maintain the thermal balance of indoor
temperature.

Zonal Energetic Balance: Rooms-Livingroom-Bathroom comparing with the General Balance
Zonal Energy Balance: little demand for heating and medium demands of cooling since
March.
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2.6.2.2 ENERGY DEMANDS_ANALYSIS
In the following charts, the main monthly energy demands are reflected, we can analyse:






Heating
Cooling
Lighting
ACS
Ventilation

Heating demands appear on December, January and February to supply additional heat
and domestic hot water (see demand for hot water in bathroom and dining room).
Cooling demand comes from the rooms in the spring and summer, for internal gains
balance.
Lighting demands are mostly high in the lounge and rooms in the winter months when
there is little solar hours and the provision of artificial light will be required. Otherwise,
we can found very little demand on summer, especially in the Livingroom.

Zonal Energetic Demands: Rooms-Livingroom-Bathroom comparing with the General Balance
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2.6.2.2 LOSSES FROM THE ENVELOPE: TERMAL BRIDGES ANALYSIS
When the energy balance has a high value of
"transmission through the envelope" we
must analyse the following chart to identify
the weakest enclosures from the thermal
point of view, and therefore the elements of
the envelope whose thermal performance
must be improved.
Thermal Bridge calculation-Archiwizard

Above: Study of thermal bridges
As can be seen, the higher values of linear thermal bridges are founded in the roof (0.18 w/m2.k)
while the rest is maintained between values from 0.00 to 0.16. The Ratio is 0.16 W / /m2.K)
House lost compared to "Standard Passivhaus”:






Gaps: 40% (due to the high glass surfaces -26,6m2%) VS
average 18% Standard PH
Thermal bridges in opaque walls: 13,6% + 3% *(taking in
account losses from air infiltrations) VS 5% +2o Standar PH
Lower slab: 13% VS 7% Standard PH
Vertical walls: 12% VS 20% SPH
Roof: 8% VS 30% SPH
Losses distribution Graph-Archiwizard

Study of losses:
In the table of values is described every % of losses , seeing that losses thought the gaps
are dominant, followed by losses coming from thermal bridges by opaque walls, so, is
important to use a good insulation in the week points like edges, corners and gaps from
the facilities pipes.
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2.6.3

LIHGTING AND WINDOW ANALYSIS

All the Windows in the passive house are high performance: triple glass, fulfilling
the regulations for cold climates, and air chambres with Argon and Krypton, in
different thicknesses (48mm, 38mm, 36mm), and “Uw” values between “0.76
<Uw <0.95”.



Lighting comfort and consumption

In the next table we can see the necessary power
installation (6.3 w/ 100lux.m2) and total power (454W) to
reach the set points in every room, also we will always have
200 lux minimum, so Luminic comfort it will be 100%.

Lighting on Livingroom and Bedrooms
Is defined an a timetable from 7:00am to 22:00 pm and a reduced one
schedule from 10:00 am to 18:00pm, because not everyone will be at the
same time sharing the same space, especially in office hours.
In the living room, natural light is covering 40% of the total hours as we
can see in the circular chart; in yellow lines, in the charts below, we can
see the contribution of artificial lighting, especially in the first and last
hours of the day, where the people is at home.
The software defines 6,20W/m2 installed capacity to cover the defined
luxes, where the final consumption is the livingroom is 1029 kWh / year.
For bedrooms see in the chart that each consume approximately 1/3 with
a total of 974Kw / h per year and the natural light is covering 10% of the
demand.
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2.6.4 INDOOR TEMPERATURE_SEASONAL
ANALYSIS
Thanks to the configuration of the operating
temperatures, the internal temperatures of
the heated zones are controlled and can be
adjusted as needed.
It is established a reduced set point for the hours when there is no occupation and nights,
in a way that the indoor temperatures never will be less than 10 degrees and not more
than 30 degrees. And when there is no lower occupation not exceeding 21 °c and 26 °c.
*Tº comfort 27º, according to
French law
*Hours occupation
Livingroom: 8-9am to 6-10pm
*Hours occupation Bedrooms:
7-8am to 9-11pm



Winter Analysis (1-2 January)

As shown in the graph of indoor temperatures in the Livingroom, the system provides the
comfort temperature on 8:00-9:00 and until 18:00 to 22:00 (set point hours) also we can
see the average temperature is 15 degrees while the exterior is 6.3ºc.
We can always raise the operating temperature in winter, for instance at 20 degrees in
hours of occupation (t ° comfort for cold weather in winter).
Noting on the general graph in the top, where we can see that the average temperatures
throughout the year in the Livingroom remains on 28.6º, 1.6 degrees above the
established comfort, always keeping the minimum not lower than 10 and the maximum
not raise 30º, in the “occupation” hours.
In the chart below is showing the temperatures in winter from the bedrooms, where we
can appreciate clearly the temperature cuts; Indoor temperature in hours when is no
occupancy is under "free floating, lower or higher from the comfort level, so the system is
forced to get the set point temperature. Average temperature is 13, 8ºC.
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Summer Analysis (14-15 July)

As we can see in summer the same set points
are established for winter time, in a way that
the indoor temperatures never will be less than
10 degrees and not more than 30 degrees.
It is also noted in the following graphs from the Livingroom and bedrooms, the maximum
temperature is 27, ºC and 30ºc in the bedrooms, while the average temperature outside is
14, 4ºC.

In summer, we could establish a lower operating temperature, during hours with
occupancy up to 25ºc, but we will have more cooling demand.
Noting on the general graph, the average temperature throughout the year in the
Bedrooms remains around 27.5º, 0.5 degrees above the established comfort and the
maximum not raise 30º, under “occupation” hours.
We also see that solar radiation gains are very decisive and remarkable, but we no need
to underestimate the effect of outside temperature, which increases from March to
September and indoor temperatures rises considerably.
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3. BUILDING THERMAL ANALYSIS
3.1 INTRODUCTION & DEFINITION OF ARCHITECTURAL PARAMETRES

Designbuilder Model

At this stage of the project is developed an
analysis of the geometry, orientation,
materials and insulation used, also how the
uses of every room are defined. As a result,
we have a fairly accurate prediction of
internal environmental conditions and its
evolution throughout the year.


Objectives:

 Study of the current comfort and the comfort we would get with the different
proposed solutions for solar protection.
 Study of the thermal behaviour, focusing on the main areas (Livingroom and
bedrooms).
 Determine heating and cooling loads and contrast with existing ones.
 Estimate CO2 emissions throughout the life of the building.


Considerations for the calculation:

• Weather file

• Energy loads by areas
• set points for the environmental comfort
• Walls and window properties
• Lighting systems based on its control of natural lighting
• Cooling and heating systems
• Interaction between all parameters and system
3. 1.1. Definition of architectural Parameters:

3.1.1.1 Introduction
Folkecenter’s passive house project has been developed in
2012 working together with German and Austrian architects.
Then they contacted the Møller Nielsens Arkitekt Kontor
asking its director and architect Per Clausen to undertake
the project.
It is a house composed of a single floor, with a constructed
area of 120m2 and 100m2 of floor space.
3.1.1.2 Table of surfaces

PASSIVE HOUSE ANALYSIS
At South it has the living room, SE bedroom and SW Bedroom and to north there is the
storage room, the backdoor entrance with a small room where is placed the heat
exchanger and corridor leading to the bathroom and the main entrance.
3.1.1.1.3 “3D” plane:

3.1.1.1.4 Section plane:

3.1.1.1.5 Composition of the envelope:
The entire facade is isolated fulfilling the passivehouse requirements, with 29.5 cm of
isolation in the walls made by paperwool and EPS in the floor and ceiling, also air
chambers and vapor, radon and wind barriers are part of the main composition.
East and west facade is ventilated, with an air chamber located before coating larch
wood. The main facade is oriented at south and has 60% of glass, with 5 windows plus a
window in each room (SE and SW); the whole windows constitute the main source of
heat in the house.
The insulation is continuous and airtightness and the ceiling is double insulated by 39cm
of paperwool plus 9.5 cm of rookwool.
The Roof has a tilt of 5% for a future solar installation with photovoltaic panels, and is
composed by a wood structure, which contains the plenum and all the ducts along for the
heat recovery. The coating of the roof consists of galvanized steel also placed above of a
wind barrier and air chamber.
3.1.1.1.6 Table of U-Values:
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The floor is composed of 26.5 cm insulation, EPS as well as radon gas
barrier, concrete floor and wooden floor. All this are placed on top of a
layer of mussel shells, widely used in the area to prevent infiltrations
and thermal insulation.
Internal walls are made by 10cm of concrete and in both size a layer of
plaster.




3.1.1.1.7 Materials and thikness of the envelope:

3.1.1.1.8 Windows Composition:

The brand for the windows is Saint-Gobain, model CLIMATOP XN, with a
high performance: triple glass, as in the regulations for cold climates, and
air chamber with Argon and Krypton, of different thicknesses (48mm,
38mm, 36mm).
Uw values are between 0.76 <Uw <0.95, as can be seen in the table below,
is taken as reference value a Uw of 0.78 w/m2.k.

3.2 SEASONAL CONFORT ANALYSIS. DEMAND AND ENERGY BALANCE
3.2.1 Winter Time: TEMPERATURES AND HEAT TRANSFER
One of the main objectives of this study is to check how many hours of comfort are
currently in the house, knowing that the existing overhang of 0.7 cm length is insufficient
during the spring and summer, causing overheating in the Livingroom by the large
amount of solar radiation incident.
The house, as seen in the previous section, has a good insulation, orientation to south of
the main facade and a heat recovery system, where the comfort should be maintained
between 18-28ºc (comfort temperature for a cold-temperate climate like Denmark)
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Premises:

The heat recovery in this section will be not taking into account in order to make the
analysis and to see how the internal temperature is growing, only with internal loads and
solar radiation gains, and to make a better study of the sun protection.
In the next chart you can see the range of hours of comfort, for that, we need to
consider: The envelope, orientation, occupation and normal activities of a typical family.
Winter Simulation: 1 April-31 September

Total Hours 4.380hr
Discomfort Hours: 1.090 hr -37%
Average tº Operative: 23, 73ºc
Average tº air: 23, 74ºC
Average tº radiant: 23, 72ºC
Average tº exterior: 5, 39ºC
Average HR: 30, 32 %

27ºc

18ºc

3.2.1.1 Living-Room Temperatures
The analysis is based on seeing when we are above or below the fixed set points,
according to occupation profiles. If we analyze the Livingroom, we can see the usage
profile defined is mainly 17:00 pm to 23:00 pm; The rest of the day is divided into the
other rooms and sleep mode, at night.
We see that when the set point of 21 ° is not achieved, this “hour” is considered in
Discomfort, either if is below 21 ° C or above 28 ° C, this occurs when passively, the house is
not able to reach the range of comfort, by itself.

Tº op >21
Confort
Tº op <21Discomfort

PASSIVE HOUSE ANALYSIS
3.2.1.2 BedRooms Temperatures
The usage profile in the bedroom is 10:00 p.m. to 8:00 a.m; In the room NE (the coldest
when the heat recovery is off), rarely reaches 21º overnight, even though the walls
accumulate heat during the day, and is released at night, the low radiation winter, the
walls fail to maintain a comfortable indoor temperature.
In the room NE (the coldest, when the heat recovery is off), rarely reaches 21º over the
night, even though the walls is accumulate heat during the day and is released in the
night, but the low incident radiation during winter, can not keep a comfortable indoor
temperature. In turn, if we see the effect of a sunny day, the temperature inside it
reaches 21 degrees.
If we look at the room SE, which is the most irradiated throughout the year, we see that
increases 1ºc from NE Room, so easily if it reaches the comfort temperature on days when
the sun gives some heat input.
 It must be said, in the process, it has been considered the same comfort
temperature for the day and night (21 ° C), this night value could change to 19ºc, like a
maintenance temperature, and we would see that the number of hours in discomfort is
quite reduced.
.

Tº op <21- Discomfort
Tº op= close to 21- Comfort

Tº op <21- Discomfort

3.2.1.3 HEAT TRANSFER- WALLS & AIR
Walls part from protection and isolation, are also heat accumulators and heat
transmitters to indoor air by conduction, depending on the thermal inertia (heat capacity
and density) of the constituent materials.
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The walls of a house, part from protection and isolation, are also accumulators and
Transmitters heat to indoor air by conduction, depending on the thermal inertia (heat
capacity and density) of the constituent materials.
The ability to not let lose the heat, is defined by the envelope transmittance, which does
not exceed from 0.15 W / m2K, Passivehouse regulations for buildings in central Europe.
The ceiling also raises the requirement to have a better transmittance than the walls of
the facades: 0,068W / m2K.
 When the temperature in the walls is higher than the indoor air, the energy flow is
reversed and the energy starts to flow from the constructive element into the room’s
air.
 There must be a temperature discharge during the night from the walls, naturally
or by cross ventilation, cooling the atmosphere to force the walls to transfer heat to
the air.

Night : wall transfer to the room

Day: Room transfer to the walls

PASSIVE HOUSE ANALYSIS
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The bedrooms heat transfer it depends on how much irradiated are the walls, to

discharge heat into the air during the night.

We can see, in the NE room where the air temperature is always few degrees below
the Livingroom temperatures, then, the tendency is to transfer heat from the air to the
walls, because the air temperature is above the wall.

The SE Room receives more solar radiation during the day, and then the heat flow
goes from the constructive element into the room’s air, the typical night transfer wall to
indoor air.
SE- Room- Muro sur

NE- Room-Muro Este

3.2.2 Summer Time: Temperature and heat transfer
Like in winter we will find how many hours of comfort are
currently in the house, knowing that the existing overhang of
0.7 cm length is insufficient during the spring and summer,
causing overheating in the Livingroom.
Comfort should be maintained between 18-27ºc (comfort
temperature for a cold-temperate climate like Denmark).
In the following graphs we can see the indoor air temperature
compared to the outside temperature; we can clearly see how
they are related, as the outside temperature increases, the
higher the inner temperature.

Results:
We see that almost 90% of the
hours the house is not reaching
the comfort range average (1828º).
To improve the sun protection
and to use the heat exchanger
on the "cooling“ program it will
bring the rest of the comfort to
the house.

Summer Simulation: 1 April-31 September

Tota Hours: 4.380hr 100%
Discomfort Hours: 3900 hr -89%
* Occupancy hours
Average tº Operative: 34ºc
Average tº air: 30,01ºc
Averge tº radiant: 34,14 ºc
Average tº exterior 13,31 ºc
Average HR: 30,04%

PASSIVE HOUSE ANALYSIS
3.2.2.1 Summer Time- Living-Room Temperatures
The analysis is based on seeing when we are above are above 25 °C up to 28 °C as the
maintenance temperature, according to occupation profiles.
We see that when the set point of 21 ° is not achieved, this “hour” is considered in
Discomfort, either if is below 21 ° C or above 28 ° C, this occurs when passively, the house
is not able to reach the range of comfort, by itself.

Tº op >28Discomfort

Tº op <28
Comfort

3.2.2.2 Summer Time- Bed-Rooms Temperatures
The usage profile in the bedroom is 10:00 p.m. to 8:00 a.m; in the room NE (the coldest
when the heat recovery is off), rarely is lower than 27-28º C overnight when all the walls
discharge heat accumulated inward, increasing the air temperature.
It should not be forgotten that in August, to south, from 5 in the morning the walls begin
to receive radiation, so this effect in summer produces discomfort at night.

Tº op <21 o >28ºC
Discomfort

Top >28 Discomfort
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The effect of solar radiation increases the internal temperature above 20 ° C, and then we
are in the comfort zone. Not so in summer when the outside temperature is higher and
generates more discomfort than comfort.

Tº op <28 Comfort

3.2.2.3 HEAT TRANSFER ANALYSIS: WALLS-AIR
During the night, the Livingroom "is wining temperature” through the walls, due to the
air temperature is lower than the wall, which has accumulated heat during the day.
During the day, the air in the room is in balance or giving a little amount of heat to the
walls, which are thermally "discharged" and air temperature, is higher due to the
contribution of the walls during the night and heat gains by solar radiation.
Night : wall transfer to the room

Day : wall transfer to the room
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3.2.2.3 HEAT TRANSFER ANALYSIS: WALLS-AIR
In the bedrooms, the air temperature is always few degrees below regarding the
livingroom, the overall tendency will transfer heat from the air to the walls, because in
summer almost always be hotter air temperature, both during the day as at night.
SE- Room- Muro sur

NE- Room-Muro Este

Overheating: The trend is the transfer of heat from the air to the walls during the day and
at night, but sometimes it reaches equilibrium.
If we can cool the atmosphere with an a good solar protection, by natural or mechanical
ventilation, we would get the same winter tendency like in winter, and we will get lower
indoor temperature, heat transfer to the environment would be the wall.

3.2.3 POWER LOADS. CALCULATION
Once the geometry and model data is defined (activity, envelope, lighting, HVAC, etc ...),
DesignBuilder allows three types of thermal calculations:
 Heating design loads
 Refrigeration design loads
 Thermal simulation
3.2.3.1 Cooling design loads. Static method.
It is to perform a calculation for the warmest year (July 15) month, taking into account the
operating temperature set to cover the demand for cooling is 28 ° C and the existing
overhang is not enough to protect the entrance solar radiation, what the load is 8,3KW.
As shown in the chart below, when the system detects that the temperature exceeds 28 ° C,
the cooling system is activated.
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3.2.3.2 Heating design loads. Static method
The program performs a calculation for the coldest day of the year, taking in account that
the comfort set point will be 20 °C.
The Heating load is the energy demand for the house to reach this set point temperature
with a heat recovery system which produces also hot water, this heating load for the
passivhouse is 2,07KW.
Compared to the actual demand, in the Passivhouse it has been installed a heat recovery
system, a Nilan Comptact P with 2.2 KW, which covers the calculated demands.
Additionally, two infrared’s panel with 600W and 400 kW were installed to cover the
extra demand.

3.2.3.3 LOADS DISTRIBUTION-BALANCE ENERGY FOR HEATING
For the calculation of the heating power, are taken into account losses by the envelope,
windows, air renovations and infiltrations.
The energy balance is to counteract these losses, under "Passivehouse" standards, those
losses should be minimal, to install a minimum power to heat and cold. (Active strategies)
Distribution of lost & loads (KW):
Glazing -0.57 Kw
Walls: -0.31 Kw
On ground floor: -0.01 Kw
Ceilings: -0.09 Kw
Infiltration: -0.08 Kw
Ventilation: -0.63 Kw
Total = 1.69 * 1.25 = 2.1 KW

3.2.3.3.1 Heating Analysis
For the Energy Balance is defined to air-to-air system, VAV with heat recovery and heat
pump for hot water. This system has been defined to analyze in which moments of the
day this contribution is necessary (heating and / or cooling), taking into account the
internal gains of the house.
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Livingroom (1-7th of February)

It has been chosen February for this analysis, to we can see more clearly, the effect from
occupation, lighting and solar gains through windows and walls, which play an important
role to cover part of the necessary heat to maintain the temperature of comfort.
The fixed operative temperature starts at 3:00 pm to reach 21º C at 5:00 pm to 23:00
(hour’s occupation).
The energy input decreases when the room is winning heat by occupation, equipment,
computers and lighting, then the operative temperature is 18º. Also we can see that the
days of high solar radiation, the system remains in Standby.

3PM-Mode On-:
No less than 17,8ºc- tº
maintenance

Occupation: 7-10:00 am to 17-24:00 pm



Bedrooms (1th-7th of February)

The fixed set point is 20ºc in winter, from 20:00 pm we see in the graphic below that the
system is working to reach 20º C at the moment there is occupation (2 hours before for
preheating) and to be at 20 ºc at 24:00 until 9:00 am. Also, when the temperature is
below the set point of 18 ° C, also it starts.
The energy supply is maintained, we can see how gains by occupation, equipment and
computers and lighting in the last hours of the night and the first hours of the day, are
reducing the heating loads o demands. During the day when is no occupancy in the
bedrooms, the operative temperature is lower, between 18-21ºC.
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between 18-21ºC.

Ocuppancy: 23:00pm-10:00am

3.2.3.3.2 Cooling Analysis


Livingroom- Bedrooms( 13-19 July)

The fixed set point is 25 ° C cooling from 5:00 to 23:00 pm and 28 ° C as maintenance
temperature. As indicated in the graph, the system starts room 13:00 to reach 25 degrees
in the lounge until 11:00 p.m.
The load can reach 0.5-0.6 kw/h in the hottest summer months, for the rooms is
maintained between 0.1-0.3 kw/h, which is turn on from 19:00 pm to reach 25ºC at 20:00
pm until 08:00 am. The thermal balance for cooling is to offset gains by solar radiation,
occupation and lighting loads.
Cooling Analysis-Livingroom

Cooling Analysis- Bedrooms

PASSIVE HOUSE ANALYSIS
3.3 FINAL CONSUMPTION AND ENERGY DEMANDS: DYNAMIC ANALYSIS
Dynamic simulation is a calculation completed, using the ASHRAE method for sizing loads
and demands, also to obtain an optimal energy balance based on the real climate file.
3.3.1 For the dynamic simulation will take into account all the variables:








Occupancy profiles and usage profiles: according to the templates established by
ASHARE, defined by type of room.
Internal lighting and equipment: according to occupancy times defined in the
preceding paragraph.
Radiation and sunscreens: Depending on the climate file and area where the
building is located.
Heat transfer is considered, by conduction and convection between areas with
different temperatures.
Infiltration: According to results Blow Door (0.65 renov. / h-1)
Relative humidity and latent loads: users and file weather.
Air conditioning system: MULTIZONE UNIT

Because in DesignBuilder is still not possible to incorporate a system as advanced as heat
recovery, it is dimensioned a similar system, providing the energy efficiency values
thereof, COP’S set by ASHRAE, hot water production, heat recovery system and free
cooling as well as ventilation cycle (24h) , with a maintenance temperature during the
night.
Is a system with single air treatment equipment (UTA), central, which distributes a
variable flow rate to the rooms and with a return system with heat recovery. It
incorporates batteries heat and cold by direct expansion and bypass system.
.
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3.3.2 MONTHLY CALCULATION. WINTER FIGURES
In the thermal balance we can see from October to March, high air temperatures and
increased solar radiation, is when we start to have cooling demands, which is the main
demand.

In the coldest winter months (December to February) the heating demand has a
total of 2 kWh/ (m2. Year) covered by the heat exchanger and an extra heat source by
two infrared’s panels with a total of 1kW (600w + 400w).

0,5KWh/ (m2. 6months) is the demand for heat exchanger fans.

Also we have some cooling demand on October and March with a total of
1.5KWh/ (m2. 6months).

The load for hot water is 3.9 kWh / (m2 6months.) being a fixed monthly set
schedule.

Electric space for equipment 8.3 kWh / (m2 6months.).
As an example we see that when the building has a heating demand, the system turn on
and is when we can see an initial peak consumption, which start to decreases when is
reaching the set point temperature.
The same example when a supply of cooling is needed. When there is no heating o
cooling demand, the building is in free evolution, therefore there is a variation on the
temperature which is not going far from the set point temperature (18-28ºc).
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3.3.3 MONTHLY CALCULATION. SUMMER FIGURES
In the thermal balance we can see that throughout the summer period, heating is not
necessary because the contribution of solar radiation is covering the heating demand.

The demand for heat exchanger fans is 2,8KWh/(m2. 6months)

Cooling demand is 8,3 KWh/(m2.6 months)

The load for hot water is 3.9 kWh / (m2 6months.) being a fixed monthly set
schedule.

Electric space for equipment 8.3 kWh / (m2 6months.)
As an example we see that when the building has a cooling demand, the system turn on
and is when we can see an initial peak consumption, which start to decreases when is
reaching the set point temperature. There is no heating o cooling demand, the building is
in free evolution, therefore there is a variation on the temperature which is not going far
from the set point temperature.
We can also see how days with a lower solar radiation as well as lower outdoor
temperatures, then the cooling demand decreases.
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3.3.4 SUMMARY OF ANNUAL ENERGY DEMANDS




Heating: 2 kWh / (m2.year)
Cooling: 9.8 KWh / (m2.year)
Fans: 3.2 KWh / (m2.year)





ACS: 7.8 KWh / (m2.year)
Electricity: 16x7 KWh / (m2.year)
Lighting: 11.6 kWh / (m2.year)

We can see how the temperatures over the year are inside the comfort range, under low
demands thanks the solar radiation and internal contribution, but taking in account that
in summer those gains generate overheating and is when cooling contribution is
necessary.
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3.3.5 FINAL CONSUMPTION AND ENERGY DEMANDS WITH AN EXTERNAL SHUTTERS
3.3.5.1 COMFORT IMPROVEMENTS WITH “SUN PROTECTION” STRATEGIES
The solution of placing an external shutters in winter gets worse the number of hours in
discomfort and it’s decreasing indoor temperature, but in summer is achieving more
moderate indoor temperatures, whereby an a extra cooling contribution is necessary, if
we would reach temperatures under 26ºc remaining under the comfort range.
External shutters-winter

External shutters-Summer

The indoor shutters, however, work very well in winter, keeping the comfort over 18 ° C,
but in summer they do not help really mucho, keeping temperatures around 33- 36ºc.
Winter Design- October&March

In a country like Denmark, despite having a harder winter than hot summers, the best
option is to install a mobile exterior slats, where we can regulate solar radiation entrance
in winter and cool down the indoor temperatures, passively, during the summer.
Summer Design-April&Sepiember

PASSIVE HOUSE ANALYSIS
In this part, it will be calculated the energy demand over the year taking into account the
effect of the outdoor shutters covering the main window, in summer.

3.3.5.2Temperature & Energy demand:
Once is analyzed that the most effective sun protection is an exterior mobile shutters, we
can see the comfort and consumption effect in the house, it would be analyze in this
section.

Cooling Demand

Cooling
Demand

28ºc

Hetating Demand

18ºc

3.3.5.3 Cooling loads. Summer
We make a new calculation for the warmest day of the year (July 15) and we see that the
effect of the slats gives us a load of 3.75KW, when without this sunscreen is 8.05KW.
When the system is detecting an indoor temperature above 28 ° C, the cooling system is
activated.
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above 28 ° C

Conclusion: The
solution if we install
those shutters is a
reduction around
1/3 of the cooling
consumption
reduces cooling
while heating load
is the same.

3.3.5.4 Cooling Consumption. Dynamic Calculation
We can see that with the placement of exterior slats (8 slats) spaced every 30cm, with a
length of 25cm and an inclination of 40 degrees, we are able to reduce 46% of the cooling
load and to keep the comfort temperature around 25C.





Cooling demand is 1,97 KWh/(m2.6 months)
The demand for heat exchanger fans is 1,4KWh/(m2. 6months)
The load for hot water is 3.9 kWh / (m2 6months.) being a fixed monthly set
schedule.
Electric space for equipment 8.4 kWh / (m2 6months.)

We can improve 46% of
the Energy Consumption for cooling
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3.3.6 Final consumption and energy demand with central shutters and trees
3.3.6.1 Designbuilder design and Test Analysis
Finally, we will simulate the effect of trees and the Bamboo shutters which are placed on
the three central windows, and to give a more realistic idea of the measures that might
be taken into account in the future.

Shadow efect 8:00 am in September ; 8:00am in June

we can see that during the winter this option is very effective, if we are interested in a
deciduous tree, because we can have all the radiation in winter and in the summer
months during the early morning hours (depending on their location) we can have
overshadow on the SE room and the Livingroom, avoiding the overheating in the early
morning hours (6:00 to 10:00 am). From 10:30, we have the protection of the 4 lamas
installed.
We see that the demand peaks are more temperate and the house is able to maintain
through this passive strategy a greater comfort without active measures or large shutters
covering 100% of the window.
As we can see also in the second point in the project “quantification of the radiation”, the
transmitted radiation going inside the house with the bamboo shutters is 1/10 of the total,
because every shutter is inclined with a 90º degrees and the spaces with each other’s is
less than 1 centimeter.
Compared to the design ones, the cooling demand is little bit higher, even so ,would be a
good option, increasing demand in just 1kwh / m2.year).
.
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3.3.6.2 Dynamic calculation-Consumption Comparison





Cooling demand is 2,9KWh/(m2.6 months)
The demand for heat exchanger fans is 2 KWh/(m2. 6months)
The load for hot water is 3.9 kWh / (m2 6months.) being a fixed monthly set
schedule.
Electric space for equipment 8.4 kWh / (m2 6months.)

We can see in May and September, when the outside temperature is warmer we need
also heating supply, although refrigeration is virtually unchanged. July and August are
the most cooling demand months, in turn are the months when the sun is higher and the
effect of trees is not as effective, except the early hours of the morning (8:00 to10:00
am).
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3.4 PRIMARY ENERGY AND C02 EMISSIONS.
3.4.1 ANNUAL RESUM OF PRIMARY ENERGY
CONSUMPTION

Heating: 76KWh / year

Cooling: 955KWh / year

Fans: 316 KWh / year




Hot water: 754 KWh / year
Electricity: 1,625 KWh / year
Lighting: 1.130KWh / year
Total ........... 4,856 Kwh / year

Total with Shutters ... 4.099Kwh / year (16%
consumption improvement)
3.4.2 Reduction of consumption (Kwh/year)
3.4.3 Demand Comparison ( Static&Dynamic)
If we compare the two calculations, the dynamic
gives us an approximation which will be more
accurate energy loads of the house.
While not vary heating, cooling demand we see that
increases as does the solar radiation and outside
temperature.

3.4.4 C02 Emisions
All emissions come from electricity consumption, with the following coefficient of Co2
emissions. We can see the reduction of Co2 emissions with the shutters.
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4. CFD: AERODYNAMICS AND EFFICIENT VENTILATION
4.1 Mechanical ventilation & Heat recovery System
Ventilation is essential for comfort and for the development of vital functions, such as
providing oxygen to breathe and heat control we issue.
Currently, buildings are built more and more compact and better insulated time to avoid
heat gains in summer and heat loss in winter.
However, this implies that living spaces are increasingly watertight and impervious to
outside air.

4.1.1 Heat Recovery - Application to the Passivhouse
The ventilation system has been implemented according to "PassiveHouse" criteria;
It is a heat recovery system from Nilan "Compact P" which provides efficient ventilation
and hot water for domestic use brand.
Heat for the winter months it is provided by electric infrared panel’s heaters with 600W
and 400W each.
1- The fresh air from outside is led into a buried conduct using geothermal energy, which
is covered by two layers of insulation of 5 cm each.
It goes into the ground to pre-heat the fresh air when it is cold outside (increased about 12 ° C, and to pre-cooling the fresh air When the weather is warm.
2-Once in the boiler, the exhaust air of the house will
transfer some of the heat.
3- Once the heat is transferred, the heated air from the
outside air becomes drive inward "inlet air", which will be
distributed to the rooms NE, SE, SW.
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4-As we provided an airflow into the house, we have generated an overpressure, this
means that the air will tend to flow naturally under doors and gaps through the
Livingroom and flowing thought the corridor to the bathroom where it will be removed
to the exterior again.
Therefore, the system collects the stale air of humid areas (kitchens and bathrooms),
mechanically. It is the same flow that is supplied, which is removed, so that the system is
in Balance.
5-In summer bypass system prevents fresh air from mixing with the hot air from the
interior, which only introduces fresh air to the system, provided cooling.

Above: Functional diagram of the "core" and the air flow inside the heat exhanger. “Nilan Compact P”.
Below: Location of the ducts

4.1.2 Passivhouse Ventilation Flows
Ventilation flows are calculated by the architect, taking as reference value 30 m3 / h, flow
rate per person & room.
When the heat exchanger was installed, a "Balance flow" test was made by Nilan
Company; these are the real values to explain the following airflow distribution.

Excerpt from the architect’s
plan of the distribution of the
rooms in Folkcenter’s passive
house and the corresponding
airflows
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4.1.2.1 Flow Rates
From the heat recovery, a total of 121.2 m3/h "inlet
air" is distributed to the rooms: NE, SE, SW, fulfilling:

34,6m3 / h- NE Room

34,2m3 / h- SE Room

52,3m3 / h- SW Room
---------Tot: 121,20 m3/h
The same amount will be expelled outside:

75,2m3 / h- Bathroom

35,7m3 / h- Back door Room

10,8m3 / h- Store Room
-------Tot: 121,20m3/h

On the next picture are the real values
from the arquitect’s project, to explain
the following airflow distribution.

The air flow rooms NE and SE flows under doors and provides ventilation flow to the
Livingroom. In turn, from the room SW it is a pipe to provide air to the livingroom also.
These are the three sources for the “waterfall ventilation”.

4.1.2.2 OUTLET AIR
The air will tend to flow naturally under the doors due to the effect of overpressure,
through the Livingroom into the hallway where it will merge with room air SW.
Therefore, 62% of the air will converge in the hallway and will be sucked into the system
through the bathroom to close the circle and heat the fresh air inlet before being
expelled outside.
In addition to the bathroom, to keep the system in balance, they are installed in the store
and backdoor room, two other suction ducts, which will take charge of extracting stale
air of the living room where it is installed the kitchen.
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4.3. Mismatches
4.2.1 About the Heat Exchanger
The first problem to be analysed has been to find out what which was the reason for
temperature difference between the Livingroom and other rooms, because it was found
that this difference was 5ºc in cold days and around 13ºc in warm days between the
Livingroom and NE room (the coldest one).
Due to the good insulation and design of the house, it was found that the possible cause
for this temperature unbalance was the ventilation system.
1-System Alarms Heat Recovery:
We saw that the alarm “6- Defrost” " -or De-icing, this means that the system is trying to
thaw a possible ice, that may have formed in any of the components.
2-"Supply air" temperatures or : inlet air " on the 3 rooms was measured to check the
reason of the low temperature in the rooms, and it was found that the heat exchanger
supply air was around 15 degrees (cold air), about 7 degrees above outside air. We found
that the system was giving cold air instead of warm air, working like a freezer.
3- Sensors: we take notes about all the temperatures from the sensors installed inside the
heat exchanger, to analyse the heat transfer.
Set-up Data-> we saw that the T15 sensor (panel): was around 22-23 °, so if we interpret
the inlet was set up at 20ºc, the system should not produce more warm air because
"comfort" it was already given, so only was providing cold air. And we saw that the
problem could come from an error in the software.
4-Ice layer: We opened the machinery and we saw that It was formed a layer of ice on the
condenser, because inside the core It was just going cold air, without heat transfer,
working like a freezer.

We can see the ice
layer on the condenser
with a temperatur
around 0,7ºC; In the
other picture the
yellow light is
showing the “DeIcing” alarm.
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5-Shut down the system: we leaved open 24 hours to remove the ice. After that we saw
that the ice disappeared and the alarm was gone, ready to turn on the system again.
6- “Supplay air” and “extract air”: After to melt the ice, the system was working
properly again, both "Inled" and “oultlet”. We checked with a thin paper infront of the
ducts, if it was airflow movements.
7-The system works: We was waiting 3 hours to take again the sensor data and we saw
that the temperature of the Livingroom and the rest of the rooms were among 19-21º, in
balance (instead of 22º in the Livingroom and 16 ° in the NE room).
But it was found after 3 days that the evaporator was remaining below 0 °C again, with
the alarm De-icing turned on.
8- NILAN- Software Reconfiguration: Finally we decided to call the company NILAN for an
a software reconfiguration, to avoid the entrance of cold air again and to balance the
system.
9- Normal operation: During the following days, the sensor data was observed, ensuring
that the evaporator temperature was remaining around 1-3 ° C.

Conclusion: The software was not well-adjusted and was not detecting on time the effect
of the de-icinng, taking as a reference the temperature from the sensor T15, on the
panel, instead of the sensor from the exhaust air.

4.2.2 STANDBY STATUS
The Standby status of the heat recovery is when the system detects
that the temperature exceeds from the 22ºC stablished.
When this happens, part of the system turns off, taking only fresh
air from outside, but is not recovered the heat from the exhaust air,
so the INLED is only fresh air, to maintain the temperature no higher
than 22 ° C.
This part of the system which is in standby makes the condenser and
evaporator in balance, because the evaporator stops cooling and
temperature increase up to 15ºC and the condenser stops to put
pressure to heat the air, decreasing its temperature.
.

“Standby “ values from the
evaporator and condenser
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4.2.3 Main temperature sensor -> Exhausted air from the bathroom
Another mismatch is that the main sensor who regulates the inlet temperature is located
in the bathroom, measuring the temperature inside the exhaust air rather than in the
Livingroom.
This generates more electricity consumption because the Livingroom, due to the solar
radiation is usually above 22 ° C.
It also causes some overheating which could be replaced with more fresh air, if the sensor
was located in the Livingroom.
4.2.4 About the Air Flow
The ideal test to see if the heat exchanger is working properly would be to make a new
airflow test to check if the current flow is in balance. This Test is based in a "Flow Vacuum
meter", to see the cubic meters and also the air temperature in every speed steps on the
heat exchanger. <1-4>.


Instead of that, we can calculate how many m² are in the gaps under the doors to
see if the air flow can naturally flow and be evacuated easily. Also, it will be analyse two
possible weak points:

Corridor: It is estimated that for a suction of 75m³/h in the bathroom, the gap of the
door should be equal or greater than the rooms.

SW Room: Should be no gap, to force the evacuation of the air into the lounge and
to force the “waterfall ventilation” effect, which is represented below.
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4.2.4.1 Waterfall Ventilation
“It consists in placing the Livingroom in the airflow between the areas supplied by fresh air
and those from which the exhausted air is taken, so that the living room does not need to
have a supply air system. The living room becomes an overflow zone and the quality of
interior air is maintained.”

4.3 INDOOR ENVIROMENT TESTS:
4.3.1 Natural Ventilation -GAPS UNDER THE DOORS
There are measured all the m2 of each gap under the door, to make a rough estimate of
the airflow and check what are the real openings and weak points. Ordered from lowest
to highest:
NE Room->81 x 1-> 0.81m2; Store Room->81 x 1.98-> 1.60m2
SW Room->81 x 1-> 0.81m2; Backdoor->81 x 1.98-> 1.60m2
SE Room->81 x 1.5-> 1.21m2; WC->81 x 2-> 1.62m2
According to the operation of the "cascade ventilation", it is found that:

Hallway door: The gap is larger than from the rooms, but should be at least 2.5 cm
because if not, as will be shown in the next section, the flow of natural ventilation is
almost neutral.

Room door SW: There should be no gap, but there is a gap.


According to the CTE:

Without a study of house, generally in a one person bedroom with a 70cm door leaf, groundclearance door shall be not less than 1 cm, also in a bedrooms for 2 people, not less than
1,14cm. For kitchens and bathrooms it needs to be much higher. For the same type of door,
the gap should be at least 1,71cm in the bathrooms and kitchen could reach 5.71 cm or they
must be considering an aerator.
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4.3.2 MECHANICAL FLOW UNDER THE DOORS
To see how much flow is going down each door, we select the speed to Step 4 on the
heat exchanger , to have maximum one and do an air flow analysis.
Supply flow: It is higher in the SE Room, although the flow is designed to be the same,
the GAP is higher than NE Room. Also is checked that if we cover the SW room GAP, the
air flow volume from the duct between the Livingroom and de SE room, works like the
inlet in the NE room. That volume needs to be cheked by a Vacuum meter.
Extraction flow: Both in the bathroom and in the backdoor, the paper leave was sucked
inward, with a greater intensity in the bathroom because it must draw 75m³. In the store
as planned, it is lower.
Weak point: In the hallway door should circulate air into the hallway going into the
bathroom, but it is found that no air flow is detected or is inappreciable, in both
directions (Livingroom or corridor).

NE Room

Store Room

SE Room

BackDoor

Corridor

WC
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4.3.3 Humidity
Another mismatches detected in the indoor air quality, was the low humidity with range
of values between 29-43 %, indoor.
This is because the fresh and humid air from outside when is fitting in the system is dried
because is recovering the heat from the exhaust air, and diluted with a large air volume
inside, therefore, grams of vapor water are the same but divided into more cubic meters,
for thus the level of relative humidity is decreasing.
In winter the conditions are still worse, because the content is less than in summer.
Normative
“The minimum amount according to the Royal Decret 1826/2099 for relative humidity in
terms of interior comfort are located in 30% -70%. Although a range of 45-50% would be
recommended.”
HR= (%) Amount of water vapour in air (g/m³)
Maximum amount the air can hold

4.3.3.1 Possible solutions:
1: To Increase manually the percentage % of relative humidity in the heat exchanger.
The value in the system was change to maintain the %HR around 45%, with the system in
standby the main priority is to reach this value, and we can see higher values indoor
between 40-50%.
2: Occupation & activity
The contribution of vapor water derived from the people and future plants will increase
the HR%. (50/80 g steam / h per person.); Also using the house, taking showers and
washing and drying clothes, provides moisture to the air.
We could see after use the passive house for 3 days, a higher %HR values, coming mainly
for the steam generated in the shower, reaching values around 40%.
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4.4 DESIGN STRATEGIES FOR IMPROVEMENTS
4.4.1 Ventilation Effectiveness
One of the considerations to take into account to improve the ventilation and heating
system would be the extraction of the stale air through vents in each room, especially in
the livingroom.
For the “air supply”, one proposal could be a distribution through vents placed on the
bottom of the walls, because the cold air has more density than the hot air, remaining in
the "circulation zone", while the warm air use to remain in on the top of the room.
See diagram "displacement ventilation" this third option would give us a ventilation
effectiveness between 1.2-1.4.

Above: Wind actions (Dinamic Pressure); Below: Temperature (Estatic pressure);
Table- Examples of ventilation effectiveness
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4.4.2 Heat Pump
The extra warmth is provided by two infrared panels, one of 600w 400w.
Instead of that an additional heat pump in the heat exchanger, can do that function,
which is recovering the heat from the exhaust air before being expelled to heat into the
hot water tank, going through the compressor and the evaporator.
To do a cost estimation and to know the power consumption produced by the infrared
compared with the cost & consumption of the heat pump included on the system to see
if is an efficient strategy, should be necessary.

Drawings of the principle of functioning of a ventilation system with high efficiency heat recovery
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4.5 Computational Fluid Dynamics
Ventilation is very important in the design of a bioclimatic building strategy, not only for
air renewal but also for cooling in warm weather.
4.5.1 INTRODUCTION
Considerations:

Geometry: shape and size of the elements, calculation domain, fluid inputs and
outputs.

Fluid properties: type, number, density, viscosity, thermal properties.

Initial conditions: initial state of all elements

Boundary conditions: input and output mass, energy sources.
Calculation:

The building is divided in a small volume cells, called domain.

In each cell, it is calculated the balance of mass, conservation equation, also the
momentum and energy.
4.5.2 OUTDOOR CFD:
Having defined the wind speed at 10 meters high (5.5 m/s) and orientation (W), is also
defined the "Exposure" which correspond to "lands & fields", this will correct the wind or
terrain roughness.

COLLIDES

When the air collides with the
building, the speed is reduced
and the wind flow is distributed
upward and to the sidelines. This
occurs also when there is a
higher pressure.

We see that the trend of the air
mass is to reconnect and
increase speed to the initial
state.
CORNER EFFECT
The airflow is higher around the corners of the
building.This causes a high speed region out of
the corner and a quiet region on the sidelines
of the structure.
It also occurs on the roofs of buildings
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CORNER EFFECT
The airflow is higher around the corners of the
building.This causes a high speed region out of the
corner and a quiet region on the sidelines of the
structure.It also occurs on the roofs of buildings
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WIND SHADOW
Characterized by low speeds and high
turbulence, is formed for the tides over the top
and sidelines of the building “tail”.

Venturi effect:

When the wind passes between an adjacent buildings or
there is a reduction of the passage section, an a
channeling effect of the flow can cause high wind
acceleration.

Beaufort scale
To understand the results, can be helpful the “Beaufort Scale”, which is an empirical
measure for the intensity of the wind.

PASSIVE HOUSE ANALYSIS
4.5.3 INDOOR CFD :
Indoor CFD analysis can be a great help to analyze the natural flow of air when you have
natural ventilation through windows, also to obtain input and output flows, internal
speed and wind temperature.
On the other hand, we can analyze different passive ventilation strategies, such as:
 Trombe wall
 Vents
 Solar chimneys
Natual Ventilation
For the internal calculations, we will use the parameters defined for the outside
calculation, in addition, we need to program how much “open” we will live the windows
(50%) and keep the interior doors close, to see the air flow beneath them.

The air velocity increases
when is hotter, to become
more dense.Here we see
the influence of the
infrarred panels that
releases heat that rises and
provoke convection.
convection.
Above: Air speed Graph; Below: Air Temperature Graph.

We see in the window’s
area, the air velocity
increases, creating
convective motion in the
air mass.
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We can see the window’s air flow , which velocity increases, creating convective motion
in the air mass. Also we can see the influence of the infrarred panel, that releases heat
that rises and provoke convection
Clearly we see how the natural air flow goes from the bedroom to the Livingroom and
also from the SW room to the hall. The tendency of the air is out the backdoor, because
below the gap under the corridor is partially blocked by the external input flow.
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5. SUN PROTECTION PROPOSALS
5.1 SLIDE WOOD SHUTTERS
5.1.1 CARACTERISTICS
Features: Two orientable wood blinds with metallic rails
to be able to slide or take away on winter or on sunny
days.
Material: Pine or Oak (Solar Absorptance 0.5)
Dimensions: 150mm wide x 15 mm thick over 3 meters
long.
Reduced of incidence radiation: 48-52% covering the
central window.
5.1.2 COMFORT AND CONSUMPTION
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5.2 BAMBOO BRISE-SOLEIL
5.2.1 CARACTERISTICS
Features: slide and orientable blinds
with metallic rails to be able to fold
or take away on winter or on sunny days.
Material: Bamboo (Solar Absorptance 0.5)
Dimensions: 25mm wide x 2 mm thick every 40mm; 3 or 6
meters long.
Reduced of incidence radiation: 51-62% or 25-47% if we
cover the central window.
5.2.2 COMFORT AND CONSUMPTION
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5.3 MOTORIZABLE VENETIAN SHUTTERS
5.3.1 CARACTERISTICS
Features: blinds with orientable and motorized
slats to take away the on winter or on sunny
days.
Material: Steel (Solar Absorbtance 0.3)
Dimensions: 60mm wide x 2 mm thick x 3 or 6
meters long.
Reduced of incidence radiation: 72-78% or 46-51%
if we cover the central window.
5.3.2 COMFORT AND CONSUMPTION
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5.4 Bamboo Shutters + Effect from some Trees
5.4.1 CARACTERISTICS
Features: 4 bamboo shutters plus some trees
Material: Bamboo(Solar Absorptance 0.5)
Dimensions: 4mm wide x 5 mm thick over 3
meters long.
Tree Tipology: Oak o beech (caduceus leaves) 3 to
7 meters high
Reduced of incidence radiation: Estacionari ,
between 51-62%.
5.4.2 COMFORT AND CONSUMPTION
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5.5 COMPARISON
Actual Overhang

OVERHANG







Shading: 45% in summer
Radiation: 37.437 Wh
Free evolution Temperature: 34ºC
Heating Consumption: 76,59 Kwh
Cooling Consumption: 956,9 Kwh
Final Indoor Temperature: 25,44ºC

Brise-soleil de Bamboo

CENTAL BAMBOO BRISE-SOLEIL







Shading: 55% in summer
Radiation: 22.074 Wh
Free evolution Temperature: 29,77ºC
Heating Consumption: 76,59 Kwh
Cooling Consumption: 482,91 Kwh
Final Indoor Temperature: 25,40ºC

MAIN BAMBOO BRISE-SOLEIL







Shading: 67% in summer
Radiation: 14.517 Wh
Free evolution Temperature: 28,32ºC
Heating Consumption: 76,59 Kwh
Cooling Consumption: 430,31 Kwh
Final Indoor Temperature: 25,12ºC

Adjustable Wood
Shutters

SLIDE SHUTTERS







Shading: 62% in summer
Radiation: 18.547 Wh
Free evolution Temperature: 29,79ºC
Heating Consumption: 76,59 Kwh
Cooling Consumption: 403,84Kwh
Final Indoor Temperature: 25,3ºC

Venetian Aluminium Shutters

CENTRAL VENETIAN BLINDS







Overhang- 1.1 m
( +0,4 cm)

Bamboo shutters& Trees

Shading: 59% in summer
Radiation: 19.830 Wh
Free evolution Temperature:
29,64ºC
Heating Consumption: 76,59 Kwh
Cooling Consumption: 412,09 Kwh
Final Indoor Temperature: 25,27ºC

OVERHANG 1.1 METERS






Shading: 60% in summer
Radiation: 23.511 Wh
Heating Consumption: 76,59 Kwh
Cooling Consumption: ~ 400 Kwh
Final Indoor Temperature: 25,33ºC

BAMBOO SHUTTERS+ SOME TREES







Shading: 60% in summer
Radiation: 16.833 Wh
Free evolution Temperature: 30,12ºC
Heating Consumption: 76,59 Kwh
Cooling Consumption: 537,77 Kwh
Final Indoor Temperature: 25,24ºC

MAIN VENETIAN BLINDS







Shading: 75% in summer
Radiation: 10.171 Wh
Free evolution Temperature: 27.8 ºC
Heating Consumption: 76,59 Kwh
Cooling Consumption: 288,7 Kwh
Final Indoor Temperature: 24,89ºC
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5.6 PRIMARY ENERGY COMPARISON


5.6.1 Current Primary energy consumption

Daily, the electric consumption is measured, for the calculation I took as a reference the
average consumption from November to May, which corresponds to the 6 central months
of the year (winter and middle spring) to be compared with the standard passivehouse
and also with the values in a typical house in Denmark.
According to the passivehouse standard, for a
house with 100 m2, you must have a maximum
consumption of 456w / h corresponding to the
primary energy, such that: -> 120 Kwh / m2.year: (3 *
primary energy factor) x 1000 (to Watts) x (100m2
household): (24 hours): (365days) = 456w / h.
 Example from February consumption
calculation: total consumption = 408Kw : 29days =
14 kW /day = 14000W /day (24 hours) = 583w / h.
The average for those 6 month is 468W/h>456w/h (+12wh)

5.6.2 Comparison with Standard PH maximum Daily
consumption


5.6.3 Comparison with Standard PH maximum yearly
consumption
In our case is less because this consumption is divided to
provide energy for 120 m2 home, instead of 100m2(standard
passivehouse calculation)



5.6.4 Comparison with Denmark consumption
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6. BIOCLIMATIC ARCHITECTURE AND PASSIVEHOUSE CRITERIA
6.1. BIOCLIMATIC ARCHITECTURE
6.1.1 Human heat Balance&Comfort
To create comfort conditions, as well as a comfortable indoor temperature and
relative humidity, we must take into account other aspects that can change the
comfort feeling influence the heat exchange between the person and the
environment as the activity carried out inside the house where the CLO factor
also affect depending on the summer or winter season.


6.1.1.1 Air Temperature
A good comfort temperature should be maintained between 18 ° C <TC <24 ° C, An air
temperature between 10 to 15 ºC is considered very cold or cold and could lead to
increase the loss of sensible heat and vasoconstriction in the hands and feet; A very high
temperature (> 35 ° C) can lead to a feeling of discomfort, stress by sweating and blood
flow.


6.1.1.2 Relative Humidity

The relative humidity of indoor air is the content of grams of water vapor contained in the
air, in relation to the maximum grams of water vapor it can hold in a certain temperature.
Is important to maintain an indoor comfort conditions, the indoor environment cannot be
too dry or wet to prevent dryness of the skin, throat or feeling of lack of oxygen.


6.1.1.3 Air Speed

Indoor air speed must be maintained between 0.1m/ s to 2 m/s, due to higher values
influence the heat loss by convection.
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6.1.1.4 Envelope Temperature( Radiant TM)

"In the EN ISO 7730 regulation, the maximum difference between the operative
temperature and the temperature from the inner surface of the thermal envelope may
not exceed 4.2 ° C".


The average “radiant temperature” from the envelope, is the average temperature
of walls on the inner face. It will be important that this temperature compared to the
operative one (average from radiant temperature and indoor air temperature) does not
exceed the operative temperature more than 4.2ºc, due to it influences as a heat loss by
radiation and conduction.

6.1.1.5 Activity
The human Activity is measured by the MET's, is the metabolic energy
liberated to maintain thermal balance in a situation of comfort.
The unit is 1met = 58wh / m2 = surface of the human body (1.8 m2) MET
human being at rest = 100 WH


6.1.1.6 Clothes

Clothing is an important time to keep warm and protect factor.
The unit of measurement is the CLO (cloth) and expresses the thermal
resistance of clothing.




Summer clothing: 0.5 clo
Winter Clothing-Indoor : 1 clo
Winter Clothing.-Outdoor : 1.5 clo
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6. BIOCLIMATIC ARCHITECTURE AND
PASSIVEHOUSE CRITERIA
6.2 PASSIVEHOUSE CRITERIA & CHECK POINTS

The energy consumption for heating or
cooling depends on the passive building
quality and efficiency of the equipment.
In this section the quality of the house will be analysed, taking into account the design
and the criteria to be achieved and to obtain almost no consumption.

6.2.1. Orientation:
It is a criterion that affects energy demand through the impact of solar radiation and
wind on the envelope.
In central European climates, the energy balance is balanced because the solar gains on
the opaque elements are equal to the losses.
We must have in mind that in the passive house in the
Folkecenter, in summer operates as if it was located in a
"warm climate" for the lack of sun protection and high
outside temperatures near 20 degrees in August, so It
has an important impact on the final energy balance,
seeing that cooling consumption is 3 times higher than
the heat.


6.2.1.1. The Best Orientation:

Regardless to the wind factor, the best orientation is South (175º), because we can
maximize solar gains in winter, and in summer the solar incidence angle allows a better
sun protection at South, higher than East or West.


6.22. Chape

A long rectangular shape, with the long side facing
the South, is the theoretical ideal for passive
buildings.
Archiwizard Model:
Rectangular plant from the "passivhaus" with long
south facade.
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6.2.3. Compacity

The ratio between the surface of the outer envelope and the enclosure volume gives us
the compactness of the building.
In moderate cold climates, compact buildings have lower energy demands, because they
have lower surface surround a building with respect to the same volume but greater
envelope.
The compactness of the "passivehouse" is 0.823, considering an optimal value when it is
less than 0.8.
When we have a high compactness we get problems in summer, because we receive a
huge amount of solar radiation and this high compactness can be a drawback when it
tries to dissipate heat.
In our case, if it had been designed with a lower compactness, it would have helped more
to dissipate the heat in summer.

We can see how the south facade has almost 60% of window openings, being the
maximum value set by rule and to prevent overheating.


6.2.4. Sun protection

Solar radiation is the passive source that heats the buildings in winter, but in summer it
gets inconvenient, so the building sun protection should be optimized to maximize solar
gains in winter and minimize them in summer.
In our case, the actual design consists in an overhang, 70cm length located on the
southern facade. In winter all radiation goes inside due to the low sun angle, while in
summer a created sun protection helps to minimize the solar incidence from 5:00 am to
10:00 am.
Then from May to late August, also last hours of the afternoon in summer, the sun goes
indoor, gradually.

Designbuilder Model : Incident radiation at 8:00 am in August and October.
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6.2.4. 1. Sun protection: proposals

To redesign sunscreens, has been designed a horizontal slats covering the main south
window. They must be outdoors because inside they provoke the opposite effect,
because the sun can impact on the outer glass anyway, avoiding the incident radiation on
the floor but causing a “heat curtain”, between the slats and the inner glazing.
The study is to see if it is really necessary to place the slats in front of all the glazing or
only of the 3 central windows, because there are which receives more radiation.
In the thermic study it has been proved that placing the slats through over all the main
windows, it reduces the cooling consumption.
The analysis with only 3 central windows with some deciduous trees in front of the house
gives sufficient comfort, only increasing cooling consumption 1Kwh/m2.year.
The ideal situation would be to place mobile shutters, fixed on the metal section, leaving
a free space for air flow, giving more fresh air indoors when we want to work with natural
ventilation in summer. Then we can move the shutters according to our needs.
Archiwizard model: Incident radiation at 12:00
am on 21 of June with outdoors slats.

Ideal mobile slats.



6.2.4.2. Testing Bamboo shutters on the main windows

The idea is based to re-use the Bamboo shutters placed in the "SuperPlus House",
because for their material (wood) and arrangement of the slats with 90º of tilt, spaced
few millimeters between them, they are considered the best option in days under high
levels of solar radiation.
It was decided to place them in front of the 3 central glass windows, which are receiving
the highest amount of solar radiation in the summer and over the year.
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Another reason for the test it was to see if with a lower investment the objective to
reduce the indoor temperature and the cooling demand is achieved and acceptable
instead of to cover the entire window.

In general terms, in summer the overhang protects us until 10:00 am and the lateral
overhangs from 6:30 pm. But at midday is not enough protection.

During the following days with an a constant radiation around 1000w/(h.m2), and
exterior temperatures around 13-15 ° C, the effect with the 4 shutters was an a indoor
temperature around 23-25,5ºc maximum.
Also with an outdoor temperatures around 20-25ºc, we reach 27-28ºc maximum, because
the house compactness and the isolation hinder the heat extraction.
With an a external protection, we can minimize and decrease the indoor temperature
more effectively than placing the shutters indoors, never rising temperatures above 28ºc.
In the following pictures is represented the comparison between the transmitted
radiation values calculated in Ecotect and the real results with a Pyrometer, seeing that
with a Bamboo shutters, that value is 10 times smaller than without them.
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6.2.5 Fraction of Radiación Factor (FC)

The factor that characterizes the degree of sun protection is the FC
(fraction of radiation in a hole which is not blocked by blinds).
A window without sunscreen has a factor (1) , while placing a semi- transparent ventilated
shutters t we obtain 0.25, which would be the ideal factor to install in the house. The
existing overhang has 0.5 FC Factor.


6.2.6 Solar Reflectance

One strategy to minimize the impact of solar radiation in
summer is to increase the reflectivity of the surfaces, the
higher the grade, the lower the absorption of solar radiation
by the materials and lower the demand for cooling.
Increasing the value from a roof material 0.1 to 0.6 we can
reduce the consumption of cooling up to 20%. The cover steel
placed on the south and north facade if it complies with 0,6
value.



6.2.7 Isolation

A good insulation is very effective when the temperature difference between outside and
inside is very high (January can reach -5 ° C while inside we want 20C. ( 25ºc between).
Because the energy which is exchanged by transmission across the envelope it depends
on the difference temperature between inside and outside.
The isolation is described by the thermal transmittance, the ability to not miss this inner
heat, which in the envelope of the house does not exceed 0.15 W / m2K, according the
Passivehouse criteria for buildings located in central Europe.
The ceiling in turn also has the requirement to have a lower U of 0,068W / m2K
Designbuilder Graphic- difference temperature between inside and outside and
comfort indoor tº.
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6.2.8 Temperature differences between operative tº and floor tº.
It has been shown that for cold weathers, in summer, when solar loads are controlled and
we have a good mechanical ventilation system, a high thermal insulation improves the
thermal performance.
Floor: as a general rule, for buildings with very high thermal comfort, the difference
between the soil surface and the indoor operative temperature should not exceed more
than 3 ° C.
The operating temperature is the average between the air ambient temperature and the
radiant temperature from the walls.
To check, it has been measured with a infrared thermometer the radiant temperature of
walls and glazing’s surrounding the living room and the as well as the air temperature in a
extremely warm day to see is some overheating exist:

Tº Operativa: 31,26ºc

Tº subsuelo: 27,68 ºC
Result= 31,2- 27,68= 3 ,58ºc. We see that is some overheating, for that a new sun protección
can be placed to reduce the value.


6.2.9. Variance between walls temperature and Operative temperature

According to EN ISO 7730, the maximum allowable operating temperature between and
the inner surface of the thermal envelope difference may not exceed 4.2 ° C.
With the same infrared thermometer, we take the value of the operating temperature for
the same day studied in the last point, and the radiant temperature (on the inner surface
of the walls), taking as reference the Livingroom, which is receiving the earliest hours of
solar radiation.
East walls: 26,3ºc
South Wall Tº: 26,7ºc
Interior Partition besides lounge and SW room 25.4ºc
Interior Partition besides lounge and NE Room: 25ºc
Results:
Air Tº: 25ºC
Operative tº: 25.68ºc
We can see that if is not much difference temperature between them.
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6.2.10 Windows Properties

Passivehouse an has strict criteria for windows, because it is the weakest element, for
that, the transmittance cannot exceed 0.8 W / m2K with a high solar factor, with values>
50% for southern facades.
This system is designed to minimize the demand for
heating in winter and ensure sun protection in
summer.
For the southern orientations, the best strategy is a low thermal transmittance and a high
solar factor of the window.

In our case, all the windows have a G of 0.64 and a transmittance of 0.58, triple glazed and
argon in the two air chambers, with thicknesses ranging 36-40mm.

Below: Designbuilder model values; Above: Real Values


6.2.11 Frames Properties
Joinery of doors and windows should be flush with thermal insulation to minimize the
effect of the thermal bridge and have a very high sealing.
Entrance doors: must have thermal transmittances the same as the windows (max 0.8W /
m2.K.). It is a big challenge to achieve values of airtightness <0.6 / h.

6.2.12 Thermal bridges and infiltrations
Joints must have very little leakages, because a lack of infiltration is concept related with
the airtightness.
The infiltration is part of the energy losses by ventilation and a uncontrolled air flow of
warm air going outside in winter, and in summer the opposite effect, having warm air
going indoor

6. 1. Thermal bridges and infiltrations
In addition to energy savings, the risk of condensation produced is minimized also
acoustic protection is improved.
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Infiltrations also depends on wind exposure; In the area where is located the house, the
wind speed is typically between 3-7m / s daily average, therefore, all walls they have
windbreak barriers .
The airtightness is sometimes confused with the building ability to breathe, in fact,
buildings breathe through the windows, not by the "skin" or envelope.
We must distinguish the airtightness and the ability of the skin to exchange vapor water;
A tight skin can be highly breathable to the vapor water, and this depends on the material
resistance, (u) value.
Labeler rule: continuous line of insulation in the enclosure to minimize the
presence of thermal bridges



6. 2. 13. Airtightness Test

Airtightness is measured with the test BlowerDoor, creating a differential pressure
between the interior and exterior of the building. The air flow is measured under
atmospheric pressure of 50Pa, corresponding to a wind speed of 30km / h.
The value for Passivehouse buildings cannot exceed 0.6 / h (= 60% of trade) or W50 <0.3 l /
(s.m2)
According to the results of the BlowerDoor test, the value was bigger than the standard,
due to the effect of a thermal bridge in the north-west part, placed on the bathroom
ceiling, as we can be seen in the following picture where also some other weak points are
listed.
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6. 1. Airtightness control on buildings





Weak points founded in the passivehouse on 2013-2014:

6.2.13.1 Outdoor Thermal bridges Analysis

A thermal bridge is an area in which the building envelope has a lower thermal resistance.
This is caused mainly by limitations on the construction process. The warm air will follow
the easiest path to go outside, the path of least resistance.
The usual effects of thermal bridges are:
• Lower temperatures of the inner surface; in the worst cases this can result in
condensation problems, particularly in the corners.
• Significantly higher heat losses.
• Cold areas in buildings.
It has been checked with the thermal camera the current state of the facade during the
night, to see if there is a flow of warm air from inside is going outwards, caused by the
low night temperatures and an internal temperature around 24 ° C.
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Pictures

East Facade

North Facade

West Facade

We can see that on the north façade there is a coated made by Steel which has a higher
heat resistance than the wood, and reaches nocturnal values under 0ºc, as well as, the
aluminum frame from the windows and doors values are around 6 ° C.
We can see also East and West facade is coated made by larch, which has less heat
resistance than the Steel, and reaches nocturnal values around 1- 5ºc, depending on the
time exposed to the solar exposition during daily hours, while the East facade receives
radiation only during the morning, at night is colder than West façade. We see that there
are no leaks or air infiltrations.
South Facade

As the same like north façade, on the south façade there is a coated made by Steel which
has a higher heat resistance than the wood, and reaches nocturnal values under 0ºc.
We can also see that the ground has a higher temperature, with whitish tones,
corresponding to the paving stone which has more thermal inertia and can retain much
better the heat received during the day. We see that there are no leaks or air infiltrations.
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6.2.13.2 Indoor Thermal bridges Analysis

Main window -corners

Main entrance

In the thermal images we can see that the aluminum window frame is at a temperature
lower than the glass while it stays around 25C, the glass reaches 26-30 ° C. T °.
The following images from the front door we see the same effect, where the glass let all
the heat inward, at a temperature of 24.5 ° C while aluminum is maintained at 21,2ºc.
The back door could have a infiltration at the bottom, as we see clearly the color indicates
18.2ºc when the normal temperature would be 21-25 ° C depending on airtightness.

Parte inferior back door

Encuentro fachada SE con forjado- ceiling SE

Esquina baño NW

The following image shows the temperature in the corners between southern wall and
the roof; while the temperature of the slab is kept on 23 ° C, the same as the walls (21-24),
the temperature of the ceiling in the areas where are small, this rises to 24.6. The reason
could be some warm air from the plenum.
In the last picture we can see on the northern corner with the west facade, could exist a
thermal bridge because the temperature is around 21.6ºc when it should be 22-24 ° C
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6.2.14 Co2 emissions and damaging gases

The air in the field has a CO2 concentration of about 380ppm and 450ppm in cities.
For good air quality, CO2 concentration should be less than 1,2ppm (0.12%), from 1,5ppm
air quality is considered bad.
To combat radon, it has been placed in the basement, a radon barrier.


6.2.15. Natural ventilation

The location of the windows is very well resolved because it allows to make a
ventilation from north to south or east to west, easily decreasing in a short time the
temperature from the Livingroom from 29 to 25C, reaching a comfortable temperature
relatively fast (15 ‘minutes).


6.2.16. Heat exchanger

Its advantage is to include a heat exchanger, which passes the energy of exhaust air to
the incoming air flow. The air velocity cannot exceed 0.1-0.2m / s

6.2.17. AirFlow Values
Cubic meters values:
The ventilation system has to ensure an air flow of 30m3 per person per hour, equivalent
to a flow rate of 0.3 renewals / h. The renewal rate is usually lower than the rate
established by the regulations in most Central European countries.
The cubic meters flow in the house is 120m3 corresponding to 30m3 * 4 people.
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6.2.18. Relative Humidity & Ventilation system
In dry climates, in winter an excessive air renewal can affect the humidity <30%. In the
house it has been detected low humidity, values around 29-43% -HR indoor.
This is because the fresh coming from outside, when it passes through the heat
exchanger, recovering the warm, the temperature of is becoming higher and drier, also
diluted with higher values of air volume. The vapor water grams are the same but
contained under more cubic meters, so the level of relative humidity, decreases.
For a couple of days, it was testing the influence of body moisture and we was using the
house (using the shower, using hot water) and placing a small water mirrors on the south
facade to take inside the evaporated air.
In turn it was configured on the heat exchanger, the humidity program to increase the
level up to 45 ° C, and the current value is between 45-53% RH.
Also, the effect achieved from the new Bamboo shutters it helps to keep the indoor
temperatures around 24-28ºc, without any energy supply, where the heat exchanger is
renovating the air mechanically, because that the main priority is to keep the level of the
relative humidity around 45%.
A turn is being considered, to choose a houseplant, specifically to help to increase the
%HR, at the same time to clean the air, such as "Boston Fern" or "Spider Plant".


6.2.19. Ventilation Comfort
In warm climates, is allowed to turn off the mechanical ventilation in summer, and to do
natural ventilation, while the efficiency of the ventilation it will be ensured.
It should have a ventilation system in which the supply airflow of fresh will be the same as
the exhaust air extraction. Only 10% of unbalance is allowed.


Power consumption of the fans:
The energy saved in the recuperative power consumption must be reduced by the fans
that should be of low consumption, about 45Wh / m3.
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6.2.20. Internal Gains

Internal gains are the amount of heat produced by users,
lighting, appliances and office automation.
This load is usually 21W/m2, where artificial lighting is particularly
relevant.
Computer and technologic machinery should be very low-power
devices, to do not use stand-by mode, but must be turned off
completely.
In the chart below the internal loads of occupation, lighting,
equipment in passive house with a total of 85Wh / m2 are
observed.

6.3 More about Passivehaus Standard
6.3.1 Introduction
A passivehouse building is one that can guarantee an indoor climate comfort providing
the supply energy for heating and / or cooling only through the air and ventilation, with a
very low energy demand, ensuring a flow of 30m3 / h per person, which is the necessary
minimum flow (10 times less than an ordinary air conditioner).


Temperature criteria

 Winter> 21 ° C (achieved thanks to the insulation and heat recovery)
 Summer> 25,5ºc (achieved with the placement of the vertical slats of bamboo in 3
of the 5 windows on the south facade)


6.3.1.1 Overheating criteria and summer temperatures

For warm climates, indoor air temperature cannot exceed from 26 ° C, at least not more
than the 10% of the time in use; In Central Europe, the reference temperature is 25 ° C or
26 ° C when we have large windows on the south facade.
* 10% value according to the average temperatures throughout the building.
* It is recommended also, to not exceed from 5% of overheating hours, as well as, to have
a temperature difference between inside and outside not much than 6 ° C, when the
outside temperature is higher than 32 ° C.
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6.3.1.2. Passivehouse Criteria-PHPP values





Energy demand for heating: max. 15w / m2
Energy demand for cooling: max. 15w / m2
Primary energy consumption for heating, cooling, hot water and electricity:
max. 120 Kwh / m2.year
Airtightness: n50max value. Permitted = 0.6 / h



* For heating, we will work with operational t ° 20 ° overnight.
* For cooling in humid climates is allowed to reach 18Kwh / m2.year
* Primary energy includes energy losses in the extraction, processing and distribution of the energy,
depending on the type of energy, characterized by their energy factor.



Considerations for calculating cooling loads:

Is taking into account a value of power capacity 0,33wh / m3.k and a flow rate of 30m3 per
person to an a consumable temperature of 30kelvins, is required 300W / person.
In countries like Spain or Denmark with around 20m2 / person, the deliverable heating
load in winter and cooling in summer will be =




(0,33wh/m3.k)x(30m3)x(30K)= (300W/persona) : 20(m2/p)= 15W/m2
(0,33wh/m3.k)x(42,5m3)*(11K)*= (300W/persona) : 20(m2/p)= 15W/m2
6.3.1.3. Justification of the current energy consumption

Daily the electric consumption is measured, for the calculation I will take as reference, the
average consumption in the month of February, which corresponds to the coldest month
of the year.
*Total consumption = 408Kw / 29days = 14kW / day = 14000W / day (24 hours) = 583w / h
According to the passivehouse standard, for a house with 100m2, you must have a
maximum consumption of 456w / h corresponding to the primary energy, such that:
-> 120 Kwh / m2.year: (3 * primary energy factor) x 1000 (to Watts) x (100m2
household): (24 hours): (365days) = 456w / h <583w / h * (A 127W / h)

This value is taking into account the consumption from the heat exchanger, plus the
consumption from the infrareds panels (1000w power), lights and appliances, to reach a
temperature of 22-23 ° C, on average.

If we will change the comfort temperature at 20C, with the actual internal gains, we
could reach the comfort values in the coldest month, as well as for the rest of the year.
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6.3.2 Hygienic criteria
Moisture should be avoided (when the RH exceeds 80%) on the inner surface of the
thermal envelope, also condensation on the surface of the windows (100% RH).
We can achieve this hygienic criteria using windows according to values around Uw = <0.8
/ m2.K, to avoid mold and condensations.

6.3.3 Comfort criteria
According to EN ISO 7730, the maximum difference between the operatinve temperature
and the inner surface of the thermal envelope, may not exceed more than 4.2 ° C.
East Wall: 26, 3ºc
South Wall Tº: 26, 7ºc
Partition (WS) room: 25, 4ºc
Partition (NE) room: 25ºc
 Air Temperature: 25ºC
 Operative Temperature: 25.68


6.3.4 Air Velocity

The air velocity cannot exceed 0.1-0.2m / s, usually is fulfilled with a low flow ventilation
(as in the case of the heat recovery, with a speed Step 1-2).
In summer, is recommended a higher airflow and a higher volume of air around 42,5m3 / h
per person, which can be achieved mechanically or naturally.


6.3.5. Embodied Carbon and material Inventory

Embodied carbon is the carbon footprint of a material.
It considers how many greenhouse gases (GHGs) are
released throughout the supply chain and is often
measured from cradle to (factory) gate, or cradle to site
(of use).
Embodied carbon may also be measured with
the boundaries of cradle to grave, which is the most
complete boundary condition.

This boundary includes the extraction of materials from
the ground, transport, refining, processing, assembly, inuse (of the product) and finally its end of life profile.
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Nowadays is gaining and increasing attention
from both industry and government where it is
now recognized that embodied carbon
emissions make up a large fraction of the
emissions from the construction sector. In fact,
it is often 20-50% of the whole life (embodied +
operational) carbon emissions of a new building.
This is already a significant proportion and will
only increase as the thermal standards of new
buildings improve.


6.3.5.1 Material Inventory

Here is included the list of the main materials used
in the pssivehouse as well as the embodied
carbón.

6.3.5.2. Co2 compared with the average.
Energy Embodied
The total CO2 content is 404 kg Co2 / m2,
remaining below the average per dwelling unit,
around 500-1000 kg Co2 / m2.
In the next chart you can see by type of envelope,
the values contrasted with the standard average.


6.3.6. Affordability
Passive Houses not only save money over the long term, especially in light of rising
energy costs, but are surprisingly affordable to begin with. The investment in higher
quality building components required by the Passive House standard is mitigated by the
elimination of expensive heating and cooling systems.
Even so, Passive Houses do cost more upfront than their conventional counterparts. On
average, someone building a Passive House in Germany might expect to spend about 8%
more, and this cost differential is likely more in countries where Passive House
components are not yet readily available.
The passive house concept is a model of energy savings but there are different ways of
designing one, the outlay dedicated to it was less than 10.000 DKK/m² (about 1 350€/m²),
compared with others examples is a reasonable and affordable price.
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General Information







Building Type: Detached single family house
Arquitect: Per Clausen
Location: Nordic Folkecenter for Renewable Energy • Kammersgaardsvej 16, Sdr. Ydby • DK-7760 Hurup Thy
2
Treated Floor Area: 120 m
Year of construction: 2013
Construccion Type: Timber and concret construction

Folkecenter’s passive house project has been developed in 2012 working together with German and Austrian architects.
Then they contacted the Møller Nielsens Arkitekt Kontor asking its director and architect Per Clausen to undertake the
project.
Se trata de una vivienda rectangular de planta baja, zona plenum y cubierta, con una superficie construida de 120m2 de
superfície útil, distribuida por salón-comedor a sur como espacio principal, habitación SE, NE y SW, almacén a Norte, entrada
posterior con una pequeña sala de máquinas para el heat exhanger N y pasillo que comunica con la habitación de invitados
SW y baño completo.
La construcción se ha realizado mediante una riostra de cimentación sobre la cual se han dispuesto dos hileras de bloque
de hormigón para levantar los muros exteriores de concreto y un aislamiento exterior con una Y=0,34 a base de paperwool.
Cubierta mediante entramado de madera para formar la base sobre la cual reposa un revestimiento de Steel y bajo la cual se
encuentra el plenum.
PHPP Values





Air Tightness W50: 0,35 l/ (s. m2)
Anual Demand: 153 Kwh/ (m2. year) on heating installation, domestic hot water, household electricity and auxiliary
electricity
Heating Load: 2,07 Kw; Heating Demand: 2 Kwh/m2.year
Cooling Load: 8,3KW; Cooling Demand: 9,8Kwh/m2.year

 Ventilation Nilan
Compact P-Certified
balanced whole house
mechanical ventilation with
sensible heat recovery
Distribution in HDPE ducts
eff. specific heat recovery
85%

Roof In<Out

Floor In<Out 38cm

Ceiling in<Out -50cm

U=0,23 W/m .K
Steel Roofing-1mm
Timbered&Air-40mm
Air gap-25mm
Wind Barrier-10mm
OSB Wood-5mm
Timber battens and roof tiles
Plenum – 5% Tild

U=0,125 W/m .K
Timbered&Air-14mm
Leca Wall-100mm
Radon Barrier-120mm
EPS-100mm

U=0,068 W/m .K
Paper Wool-39mm
Vapour Barrier-2mm
Rock Wool-95mm
OSB Wood-3 mm
Gypsum ceiling-10mm

2



Burried Walls in<Out -48,2cm



U=0,085W/m .K
Nonwoven-5mm
EPS-250mm
Vapour Barrier-10mm
Leca Block-120 mm
EPS-100mm
Shells basement

Heating installation
Ground floor bathroom
First floor: Rika Passiv
biomass log stov
Domestic hot water 150liters tank 2.2 kw Nilan
source with compressor
and condensator.

2

2

2

Exterior Walls In<Out -45cm
2

U=0,103 W/m .K (N&S)
2

U=0,108 W/m .K (E&W)*
Ventilada without synthetic foam
and
steel facade is replaced by larch
wood

Steelel facade-5mm
Synthetic foam-20mm
Air gap-25mm
Wind Barrier-1mm
Paper wool-290mm
Vapour Barrier-10mm
Leca Concret wall-100mm

Glazing
0.76<Uw<0.95

2

Ug= 0,58 W/m .K
2
G=0,64 W/m .K
Light Transmission factor=
2
0,74W/m .K
Saint-Gobain CLIMATOP XN
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